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Rep. Ronald V. Dellums 
Representative Ronald V. Del-
lums (D. Calif.), attacked the idea 
of Black capitalism, as expounded 
by the Nixon administration, as 
being a ''game and cruel hoax 
being played on Blacks" and said 
that the Aid to Minority Business-
By Estrelda Y. Epps 
men and other private enterprise 
approaches "pit Blacks against 
Blacks" and had Black business-
men "begging for crum')s" . 
Speaking last Friday night at a 
dinner culminating two days of 
sem!hars held for Black Busi-
nessmen by the Black Economic 
Union, Dellums attacked the " ex-
pedient liberal era of the sixties' ' 
as not really addressing the prob-
lems of Blacks. "It o:ily gave the 
illusion that somethign has been 
Clone in the country,." 
Dell urns, who represents a dis-
trict in the Berkley-Oakland area 
of California that is mostly Black, 
Mexican - American, and Indian 
discussed the development of 
Black businesses from 'l hist-
orical standpoint, starting from 
slavery and rrioving up to the 
present time. 
"Racism provides t-he basis for 
the developm1~nt of Black bus-
tnsses," Dellum.s said. ''Black 
businesses evolved out of a sense 
of necessity and not so m:ich from 
a desire to make a profit." 
To substantiate this , he cited 
the axamri:es of Black !w1eral 
homes that were started because 
white undertakers would not bury 
BlaGks and Black insurance com-
panies that developed because 
white com,;>anies thought of 
Blacks as high risks. 
Dellums blamed the difficulties 
Black businessmen face in sec-
Howard University, Washington, D.C. 
l>t1si11css 
uring financial help on the fact 
that we live in an "age of busi-
ness'' in which the ' 'monopolistic 
nature of t.be top coporations 
force small businesses out of exi-
stence." And, according to him, 
the "welfare" that is paid to the 
wealthy in the form of such 
things as !ar m subsidies and oil 
aepletion allow:mces is one of the 
ways of keeping resources in the 
hands of the few on top. 
He called for a program to 
develop Bla·* !1 :-1 '11~ ·>ses which 
consisted of thrE!le phases , All 
three of these phases depend very 
he3.vily on the federal govern-
ment, but according to hi rn1 all 
ehr~a are nece?sa.ry for develop-
ment. 
The first phase consisted of a 
way to amass capital O':' in other 
words to provide ~mployment for 
Blacks. In the second phase Del-
iums called ior a guaranteed 
annual income. U1it, ne m:i.de it 
clear th3.t he was not calling 
for the $1600 that the Nixon ad-
ministration ha<ll suggested, and 
said that " n0 :>:i.e should have to 
live at that leva~ o.~ poverty." 
In his third phase, Dellums cal-
led for Blacks to ~ter into the 
new field of ecology where he 
felt they could do some goo:i an:i 
still m').ke a profit. He said 
that the governm ;-nt should sub-
sidize Black.; ln n·~ N industries 
in this area • 
. \ \
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By Willie Abrams ' -' 
On Tuesday, March 23, the 
voters of the District of Colum-
bia elected D.2mocr at Walter E. 
"'auntroy non-voting delegate to 
Congress, :md he becam1: the 
fi rst congressional r epresenta-
tive the District has had in :il-
ffi1)St a century. 
The election on Tuesday 
marked the first time since the 
1870s that the c itizens of the 
nation's capital have had the op-
portw1ity to elect a representa-
tive to Congress. Thus Faun-
troy's victory, as w~ll as the 
provision for a D. C delegate, 
represents a historic event. The 
D. C. delegate-elect ls the sec-
ond representative to go to Con-
gress in the city's history. 
The first District representa-
tive to Congress 1vas the Re-
public an Civil \\·ar General Nor-
ton P. Chipm:in. His post was 
s hort-lived. Congress abolished 
the delegate position along •\·1th 
the Distr i<. t 's territorial fo r m 
of gove rnrn.:nt 1n 1873. The city 
went unr epresented rron1 '.:hip-
.".l1n1 s tin mt"l l'1e recent l"!1,;c -
t1on. 
h'aul'ltroy , form 0r Vice c. h::t1r-
~1'lll of the c. C ity Council, 
ue~ .m his ' ..1n1;-iaign for the dele-
._ate post seven m1nths ago when 
it was establis hed by the Con-
gress. He confronted sLx fellow 
rnembers 0 1 his part: (Demo-
cr atic) in the primar~ election 
of J anuar y 12 and emerged as 
1Con11nucd on Page 3) 
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March 26, 1971 
Cheek stresses change 
at recent press I uncheon . 
• 
By Danny Simms 
• 
A press conference lurtcheon 
was held ~tonday to discuss stu-
dent unrest on the area's five 
leading university campuses . 
Presidents from Catholic Uni-
versity of America, Georgetown 
University, George \\ as hington 
University, American Univer-
sity were present. 
e ur own President J atnP.s 
Cheek cornered the 'limelight of 
the discuss ion with his state-
ments of Howard's new r evolu-
tionar y change with projected 
emphasis on a gr aduate rather 
than undergr aduate oriented uni-
versity, with eventual emphasis 
on urban restructuring both ed-
ucational and social. Cheek's 
statements turned what seemed 
at :1rst to ba vres5-establish-
m8nt-univers1ty shootout, into a 
very enlightening, ii not educa-
tional experiend. The only other 
highlight was President Lloyd 
Elliot's (GWU) defense of his 
students in an alleged hookup 
of Capitol bombings. 
Cheek started his statement 
by explaining that his w·Juld not 
be a formal r eport on r-;oward's 
status as such, but more of a 
projection of carefully form·J-
lated ideas on the r;eneral re-
structuring of Howard into a 
com;irehensive gr aduate-urban 
oriented university center in the 
futu re. He also mentioned that the 
planned School of Communica-
tions would be in operation in 
Septem ber, and that this would 
broaden and extend the field of 
print and electronic media to 
')l:\ck people. A School of EC'o-
nomics is planned fo r July, 1 !.172. 
Cheek went on to say that Ho-
\\ a rd, a fede rally funded (but 
poorly funded) unive rsity would 
step into a new fund for re-
sources . This would give Howard 
the opportunity to Qeal with urban 
· issues and problems in the Black 
Community. 
Thls , according to President 
Cheek, will fill the deficit in 
the graduate program and en-
hance our community efforts, 
something which has long been 
needed. He also s tated that as 
for federal funds, Howard was 
42nd in money received and the 
money amounted to less than a 
per cent of what John Hopkins, 
Harvard and Columbia gets. 
" What we need, " said Cheek in 
closing, ' ·is what we are 
after .... .. . our only product is 
trained manpower.'' 







Free Jazz Concert 
Colonel Hassen of The Black 
Man Development Center Pre-
sents: A Jazz Concert Featuring 
The Moorish Jazz Ensemhle and 
The Ml)orish · Dance Ensemble, 
The Soul Sparklers and Sgt, 
Nasir, It will be held in Meri-
dian Hill Cafeteria on March 31 
at 7 p.m. A night of_ Black free 
Entertainment. 
SOBU Conference 
• The Student Organization for 
Black Unity will be meeting with 
brothers and sisters from Ho-
ward University who are in-
terested in for ming a SO BU chap-
ter on campus in the fall this 
Sunday (March 28th) in Slowe 
Hall Lounge at 4 p. m. Items 
to be discussed include ideas 
for next years political-social 
programs and the formation of a 
Pan-Africanist movement on 
campus. 
PSS Confer'ence 
The Polltical Science Society 
of Howard University will spon- ' 
sor a National Black Political 
Science Conference !14ay 7-9, on 
the Howard Campus. Anyone- in-
terested in helping to plan and 
arrange the Conference contact 
the Polltical Science Department 
Room 214 Locke Hall. 
Muslim 
Conference 
The Muslim Student Associa-
tion of the ·u.s. and Canada will 
hold . lts 6th East Coast Con-
ference in Painted Post, New 
¥-Ork between April 9th an:t 11th, 
during the Easter vacation. Ar-
ran~emonts have been made so 
that ad•?quate s leeping eating and 
recreational facilities are avail-
able to 'ill. Cillldren may attend. 
The teams ,.,_~ this year's Con-
ference is "Social System in 
Islam." Muslim$ and non-
M1JSl1ms are invited to ~tten•:t, 
Bus arrangements arf/ available 
but to :nsure this all interested 
parties are requested.Jo contact 
Brother Abudughani by March 31. 
For more information contact 
Kareem Abdughani at 462-9731 
after 9 pm on weekdays and all 




The Muslim students Union will 
hold a meeting on Sunday March 
26th in room 46 of Founders 
Library at 3 pm. The meeting 
will center on preparation and 
questions on the up coming lec-
ture "The Woman and Islam." 
Anyone who would like certain 
questions discussed during the 
lecture is encouraged to bring 
these questions to the meeting. 
The meeting is open to all 
interested parties and questions 
are solicited so clarification can 
be obtained, 
Volunteers will be paid $2.00 
for participating in a personal-
ity questionaire. Sign up Monday 
through Friday from fl a.m. to 
5 p.m. in Tem?o B. 
. . 
BSPA Conference 
The Black Student Psych-
ological Association will host 
a multi-disciplinar y com:n:Jllity 
training program in Atlanta: l\ttay 
5, 1971. Call 833-1630 for in-
formation. 
Jazz Festival 
Meridian Hill Cultural Com-
mittee Presents a spring Jazz 
Festival in coordination with the 
Black Man's Developm.~nt Cen-
ter, March 31, 1971 at the Meri-




The Pentecostal Association 
is sponsoring a Campus Awaken-
ing service at Rankin Chapel 
on April 1st and 2nd. The ser-
vices will consist of the dynamic 
Harlem preacher Rev. Jesse H. 
Winley and his choir from the 
Soul Saving Station. Also fea-
tured are the soul gospel of 
Myrna Summers and the Inter-
denomlnation Choir, Forest Park 
Gospel Chott of Baltimore, the 
Celestials and the Howard Uni-
versity Gospel Choir. 
The theme will be "Students 
Seeking Reality in Christ." 
• 
AFROTC Trip 
The Air Force ROTC Depart-
ment of Howard University is 
sponsoring a trip for AFROTC 
cadets to Phoenix, Arizona. The 
trip includes a tour of Davls-
Monthan AFB., on base housing 
the first night, a tour of Luke 
AFB, housing at the Ramada Inn 
downtown Phoenix on the sec-
ond night, attending the Govenor 
of ArizOl1'3..S Drill meet at the 
Ramada Inn. Our Andrew D. 
Turner and Aerodette,drill teams 
will partic'ipate in the meet. The 
trip will be from April 22 to 
25th; the trip and accom•:>dations 
will be paid for by the Air 
Force and Howard University's 
AFROTC Department. All in-
terested AFROTC cadets should 




' THE HILLTOP 
Yoga 
Dr. Ram will put on a demon-
stration of Yoga techniq\ies in 
the Mttn's Gymnasium Wednes-
day March 31st at noon. Faculty, 
students , and staff are invited. 
Il the response is great enough, 
courses this summer and fall 
can be· scheduled, 
Chapel Service 
The Chapel speaker for Sunday, 
March 28, 1971 will be Joseph 
L. Roberts, Jr., Associate Exe-
cutive Secretary Director Cor-
' porate Social Mlnistrtes P tes-
byterian Church, u.s. Atlanta, 
Ga. Chapel service begins at 11 
a.m. Communion service at 8 
~ p.m. in the Chapel lounge every 
Wednesday, 
Bui Service 
Zeta Phi Cahpter, Alpha Phi 
Omega National Service Frater-
nity, Inc. Is ~ain sponsoring 
its Easter bus transervice. 
The b~ses will go to New York 
and Philadelphia. Round-trip 
tickets are- New York: $13,00 
~d Philadelphia $7.00. As the 
number of people per bus deter-
• mines whether or not the buses 
go, once a ticket is purchased 
no refunds may be requested by 
the purchaser. 
The buses will leave at 4 
o'clo~k p.m. on Wednesday, April 
7, 1971, from Follllders Library 
The ouses will return from their 
respective cities on Sunday, April 
18, 19'Zl. at 7 o'clock p,n. to 
. . 
Founders Library. 
TICKETS wil be O':'l sale, 
Thursday, Aprt1. 1, 1971 to Mun-
day, April 5, 1971 (NO EXCEP-
TIONS CAN BE MA.DE) from 10 
o'clock a.m. to 4 o'clock p.m. 
in the ticket window of the Stu-
dent Center ' at Howard Uni-
versity. · 
For further information or as-
sistance, please -call 797-2188 
or 483-2891• 




Lucy E. Moten travel fellow-
ships are available to juniors, 
seniors, and graduate students 
who have been enrolled at Ho-
ward for two years and have 
a cumulative average of B or 
• better . Students in any school 
of college of the University may 
apply, Applications maybe picked 
up in the Liberal Arts Office 
· in the New Building, 
KENT STATE 
WHAT HAPPENED-AND WHY 
Pu·litze r· prize winner, 
James Michener, recreates 
the tragedy at Kent. In an 
eye-opening book conden· 
sation he reveals, step by 
step, the events that led to 
the fatal sh'ootings. It is ali 
here, including the surpri s· 
------ -
ing reactions from adults 
and students across the 
country, and Michener's 
advice about handling the 
division between American 
lifestyles. One of 38 articles 





/ ~Youth Passport· 
' 
, 
With a Youth Pass-
port card you get 1/3 
off on all TWA 
domestic flights, on a 
standby basis. And 
reduced rates at many 
places you'll stay. 
With TW~s Getaway 
Card, you can charge 
airfare, hotels, meals, 
cars, just about any-
thing to just about 
anywhere. And then 
take two years to pay. 
ntfl faa lllllTlflCAT• cut APft.ICAntlt ,_UIS t2 TIM It 
.... DI CK OLESKY 
, Youth Passport cards 
cost $3 and are available 
to students aged 12 thru 21. 
TWA's Get~y Program 
U .S.A./Europe/ Asia/Pacific/ Africa 
• 
The Getaway Card 
is available to most 
students in the U.S.A. 
For additional 
information contact TWA 
or your local travel agent. 
. . . ' . 
• 
• 
March 26, 1971 
"The time is ripe for the de-
velopment o! fresh designs for 
college education-more relevant, 
more flexible in meeting 
individual needs, more eco-
nomical, which serve more kinds 
of students, which utilize a 
broder range of educative re-
sources, and which foster con-
tinuous life-long creative learn-
ing.,, 
The above statement reflects 
the goals of a unique experi-
mental program in undergraduate 
education. This program ls mcst 
interestingly called, the "Uni-
versity Without WiJls." 
currently in a proposal stage 
at Howard, the "University with-
out Walls" abandons the tradition 
of a sharply circumscribed cam-
pus ·and provides education for 
students in their homes, at work, 
within areas of special social 
problems, at more than one col-
lege, and in travel and service 
abroad. The tradition of fixed 
age group (18- 22) ls abandoned 
for a wider range of persons 
as young as 16 and as old as 
60. Selection of students will be 
made by each participating insti-
tution with that institution de-
termining the necessary quali-
fications . 
The "University Without 
Widls" w::\S introduced to Howard 
by the Union !or Experimenting 
College, Yellow Springs, Ohio. 
According to Jacquelyn Clemons, 
By Gwen Scotton · 
interviewed recently, there are 
17 other colleges participating 
in this program. Jacquelyn ls a 
member of a developing com-
mittee at Howard, consisting of 
two other students, Ira Stonhl-
man, and Emilie Davis , Sam 
Hill, assistant to the Vice Pres-
ident, and Olive Taylor, History 
· professor. 
Jacquelyn spoke enthusias-
tically about a developmental 
year in which budget, tuition 
and faculty participation will be 
determined as well as classroom 
attendance. If the proposals at 
Howard goes through, next year 
will Howard's developmental 
year. Olive is presently engaged 
in a controversial debate with 
faculty and other people involved 
in procedural planning for UWW, 
who have expressed doubts as to 
the feasibility of such a pro-
gram. 
"Blacks must be assured that 
Howard's Graduate School will 
recognize the degrees obtained 
from UWW," she commented in a 
recent HILL TOP interview. Miss 
Taylor also expressed concern 
for those professors at Howard 
who have been traditionally pro-
gram med for classroom activity 
as we know it today. 
"There is also a problem with 
those people who are against 
anything new" she added, mak-
ing the further comment that 
this idea isn't really new at 
THE HILLTOP 
~lt lt. ll. 
all. Socrates talked about it thou-
sands of years ago. 
Jacquelyn, who is a History 
major, expressed similar con-
cern over getting the participa-
tion of the faculty in this new 
experiment. She added that the 
program is only new at Howard, 
but there are many schools who 
have already implemented this 
idea, , 
Jackie believes that student 
cooperation and enthusiasm is the 
key to getting the proposal 
passed. 
The faculty of the "Univer-
s ity Without Walls," will be en-
larged to include persons of fields 
outside those of our confined 
acade1nle world. The faculty will 
have the advantage of an ex-
excha.'lge program with the 
faculty of other particlpatlng 
.institutions. 
What is the rationale behind 
the need for such a program? 
Antioch College, serving as home 
base for the program, answers 
the question by stating that a 
variety of students are seeking 
higher learning and being con-
fronted with crowded facilities, 
narrow curricula and instruc-
tional procedures as welras ex-
horbitantly high standards for ac-
ceptance into these institutions. 
Howard University will make 
the necessary changes in the 
program to meet the snecial de-
. (Continued on Page 4 ) 
Food stamps for stUdents 
By Karen Oliver 
The rumtir that college stu-
dents are eligible for food stamps 
1s not rum.or at all, it is fact •. 
Currently, the only stipulations 
imposed are that the income of · 
food stamp households not ex-
ceed a set amount and that 
cooking facilities are avilable. 
A food stamp "household" 
means simply a person or group 
of persons living together in the 
same house or apartment shar-
ing food costs and cooking and · 
eating together. , 
That is , if the people in the 
household eat food regardless 
of whiah P,erson paid for it and 
1f the food is cooked for all to 
eat then that household qualifies 
• for food stamp assistance. 
At the present time, the people 
in the household do not have 
to be related, However, the 9lst 
Congress passed a law on Jan-
uary 11, 1971 , P·..ibllc Law 91-
671, specifying that to qualify 
for food stamps people living 
together mcst be related. 
This law will not be published 
until April 15 and will not go 
into effect until July 1. 
after deductions such as manda-
tory payroll deductions, rent, 
medical costs, babysitter fees, 
utility bills , insurance payments, 
etc., are removed he is eligible 
for $28 worth of food stamps each 
month. 
A household of two is con-
. sidered eligible for $56 worth 
of stamps if income after deduc-
. tions is less than $205 per month. 
A three member household quali-
ties for $84 of stamps in income 
less deductions does not exceed 
$260 per month. If income for 
four people is less than $300 
they may receive $106 worth of 
stamps per month, Five people 
may receive $126 of stamps if 
income is less than $340 and so 
on. 
-Persons with no income at all 
, are eligible for food stamps on 
a no cash payment basis . All 
others must pay a small amount 
for their stamps. 
Students living in the dormi-
tory can qualify for food stamps 
only 1f they can prove avalli-
bllity of cooking facilities. 
To apply for food stamps take 
proof of income and proof of 
deducations such as a dated, 
s igned statement from babysit-
ter, rent receipts, pay stubs, 
t!tility bill receipt, medical re-
ceipt, etc., to the nearest com-
munity food stamp office or to 
the main office located at 124 
C Street N. W. This office can 
be reached at 629-3286 and is 
open Monday through Friday from 
8: 15 A.M. until 4:45 P.M. 
For fllrther information con-
tact the Department of Social 
Services at the above number. 
FOOD ST AMP OFFICES 
Department of Social Services 
124 C Street N.W. 
629-3286 
Family and Children 
Center 
500 First Sti-eet N.W. 
629-6431 
1207 Taylor Street N.W. 
629-7310 
Service 
(Continued on Page 8) 
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Fauntroy. victorious 
(Continued from 
the party's candidate after re-
ceiving 44 percent of the votes 
casted. 
Page I) 
The basic themes of Fauntroy's 
Campaign were political libera-
tion, economic development and 
social justice. He emphasized 
bringing the District's black and 
white citizens together in an 
effort -to achieved self-govern-
Immediately after the primary 
elections, the Republican can-
didate for the delegate post, John 
A. Nevius, began his assault on 
the Democratic candidate. Nevius 
was unopposed in the Republican 
primary election and therefore 
had e~clusive claim to the 30.,000 
registered Republicans in the 
District. However, in Tuesday's 
election, he received only 28,349 
of the votes casted, or 25 per-
cent. 
The early tabulated votes 
showed Fauntroy polling 55 per-
cent of the votes. This was con-
s idered by his cam1laign sup-
porters to be about normal as 
the District electorate ls more 
than 71 percent bl ack and Demo-
cr atic, 
Nevius, who is white, had hoped 
to cut into the Democratic 
monopoly of voters. He failed 
in his efforts, and conceded two 
hours after the polls closed • 
He congr atualted the Demo-
cr atic candidate and said " !want 
him t.o know he will have mv 
undivided supi)ort." / 
Democrats out-number R·a-
..1 publicans 6 to 1 in the nation's 
c:wital and after admitting de-
feat, Nevius stated: "We must 
continue to build the GOP as a 
viable alternative.'' The Re-
publican candidate's main point 
during the election was that be-
ing a Republican, he would have 
the best chance obtaining the 
needed funds for the city and 
maintaining a balance of power 




The . "four other candidates, 
Julius W Hobson (D. C. Statehood 
Party), F ranklin E . Kameny 
(Independent), The Reverend 
Douglas E. Moore (Independent), 
and James E. Harris (Socialist 
Workers Party), received ap-
proximately 15,000, 1800, 1251, 
and 415 votes respectively. 
Hobson was expected to pose 
a threat to the Democr atic can-
didate and by doing so, add to 
( • Nevius chance of achieving a 
\ runn-off at least. However, Hob-
son received only 13.4 percent 
of the votes casted. He concede 
shortly after Nevius and had no 
congratulation message for FWl-
troy. But he did pralse the other 
four candidates. 
Kameny, white and an avow~d 
homosexual,_ usea his campaign 
as a means of focusing atten-
tion on the discrimination and 
harassment that public and pri-
vate fitms aim at homosexuals. · 
He received 1.6 percent of the 
votes casted. In congratulating 
Fauntroy, Kam.'ley called on him 
to speak. out on issues confront-
ing homosexuals. 
Moore, head of the Black United 
Front, received only 1.1 percent 
of the votes casted, He denied 
rumors that his showing revealed 
a lack of support for the Black 
United Front and its community 
oriented projects. Along with 
Hobson, he delivered the sharpest 
attacks on Fauntroy during the 
campaign • 
Until that date, the law will 
be open for public comment and 
it is assumed that if public senti-
ment is strongly negative the 
law may be changed or voided, 
Howard works f_Or area CATV Harris, who spoke of na-tionalizing certain economic 
institutions, received a mere .4 
of 1 percent of the votes cast. 
Department of Welfare sources 
expressed the desire that the 
la..w . be "widely and widly" 
• berated. It is , however, up to 
the publlc, they said, to force 
change since " departmentofwel-
fare workers are alone power-
less." 
Another section of the same 
law states that if the student 
is listed on a parent's or guar-
dian's income tax statement as 
a dependent he will, thereby, 
not be ellgible to receive the 
stamps. It turther states that 
when the person is dropped from 
the parent's income tax state-
ment he will still not be ellg-
ible until the following year. 
In other words, 1f a student • 
is claimed on a parent's tax 
;form in 1971 but not in 1972 
then the student will not be eli-
gible until 1973. A worker at 
the Department of Welfare com.:.• 
mented on the unfairness of this 
particular condition. 
.... 
It too will be open to publlc 
comment--positlve ornegatlve--: 
untll July 1 and is also sub-
ject to revocation 1f negative 
opinions are popularly ex-
pressed. 
Until July 1, though, students 
may qualify even if they are 
claimed as dependents and even 
if they do live with persons not 
related to them. 
If one person living alone 
makes less than $135 per month 
"The problem of making our 
problems known in the Black , 
con.text will be so!v·cd1" asserted 
E. Lovell Dyett, Assistant to 
the President of Howard Uni-
versity in a recent HILL TO? 
interview concerning the im-
plications of cable TV fol' Blacks. 
"The real potential o~ Cable 
is a sufficient number of chan-
nels giving free access to ~he 
Black Community and all of its 
aspects," insists Dyett. 
Cable television (CATV) is a 
broadcast system where signals 
picked up by a large to,_ver (co:n-
munlty anteMa) are ~mpl1f1ed. 
The signals are sent into homtis 
via do:ible insulated wire (coaxial 
cable) strung betw~en availabil-
ity pol~s. 
Through this system Blacks 
would have an opportunity to 
present their own shows for in-
formation or entertainment. A 
wider selection of viewing could 
be offered· replacing the 
proirams that gain the widest 
audience for the commercial 
backers. 
Towards this end, Howard is 
actively involved in helping the 
city of D, C. and the mayor in 
trying to institute Cable TV Sys-
tem for the B'ack com1nunlty, 
reports Mr. Dyett. 
Presently the Federal Com-
munications Co!nmissio:i and 
w .!.Shington's City Cotmcll are 
holding hearings to determine 
~ . .. . . . • • • 
By Gayl Pollard 
how to regulate CATV and how 
to award fran~hises. 
Howard University, by testify-
ing at these hearings, is trying 
to insure that the interests of 
Blacks are co:isidered. 
A positio:i pap~r presented be-
fore D.C. City Council discussed 
Howard's plan. "Howard Untver-
slty would serve as an overall 
franchise holder and lnltiating 
agent for the development of the 
neighborhood CATV groups." 
The city would be divided into 
nine districts. Each district 
would have a Neighborhood P1·1r 
dJction Center complete with the 
necessary equipment to broad-
cast and to ampll!y the signals. 
The major equipment would be 
located at Howard University's 
School of Communications. 
J Citizens would subscribe 
monthly to CATV and perhaps pay 
a small initial fee to be hooked 
up. It is Howar~'s <>,;>inion that 
"local ownership :nakgs urban 
CATV systems much more re-
sponsive to the needs of the 
comtnuulttes they serve." 
The excessive expense and · 
control factors of the already 
established television stations 
inhibit responsiveness to the 
needs ot the community. Per-
haps the only available outlet 
for Black program:,ing is Cable 
television; 
As many as 80 super-clear 
channels can be received on a 
. -. . - . . . .. 
television hooked up to Cable. 
No more ghosts, no more PO()r 
reception that results with the 
present UHF ancf VHF signals 
through the air televisio':l 
systems. 
The channels that Howard pre-
dicts will operate inc lui:ie Com-
m'erical channels, Cable co~.lege, 
Educational reserve channels, 
tutorial channels, performing 
arts and recital channels, Model 
Cities channel, Po!.lce Commun-
ity relatio:is channels, legal as-
sistance, health, public service 
channels, and channels reserved 
for developing needs. Thus the 
system would provide for the 
service as weJl as the enter-
tainment needs· of the com;nun-
ity, 
.. Dyett hopes that CATV in D.C. 
will "respond to the emotions 
and intellects of Black folk. I 
don't think a person will pay 
five dollars to get a better view 
of "Gilligan's Island". Blacks 
want to 'be entertained in the 
Black context." 
The School of Commwlicatlo:is 
will otter technical assistance 
to the operators of Cable sys-
tems. The systems have been 
predicted to start operating by 
January of 1973. 
According to Dyett, "Howard · 
hopes to be closely involved with • 
whoever gets the Cable television 
franchise.'' 
.. . ... .. . .. . .. . . .. ... 
Walter E. Fauntroy, a 37 year 
old Baptist Mlnister turned poll-
tlcian, was proclaimact a 
"people's man" following his 
victory in the Democratic pri-
mary election. Tuesday's elec-
tion result somewhat attirms the 
proclamation. 
Called "politically naive" by 
his op})O:ients, Fauntroy con-
fessed on "the night Of victory 
that the over-all efiect of the 
campaign awaken him ore to the 
reality of politics. 
" We learned a lot, it was an 
exhilarating experience in learn-
ing the ways of politics," said 
Fauntroy. 
Fauntroy, as the Distric?' 
delegate to Congress, will be 
denied a vote- on the floor. But 
he will have a. seat on the Dis-
trict Comn1lttee and a vote on 
that committee. In short, he will 
be a voteless voice wt a voice 
nevertheless for the District citi-
zens. 
There were 260,234 registered 
voters (34 percent of the eligible 
voters) on election day and only 
43 percent of these turned oot 
the votes. Whether this is an 
indication of the polltlcal m:itur-
ity and concern of the city's 
citizen is beyond determination, 
wt it does represent something. 
. 
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Commentary 
Students explore Fla. migrant workers' problems 
By Larry Coleman 
when you are Isolated 20 miles the activities of the Land Barons. technological advancement pro-
The Black migrant worker from civilization in the woods What we witness in the case of vides adequate machinery. Pre-
llves in a state of perpetual of Maryland or better yet, the the migrant worker is a total se~ly all the food you and I eat 
hell. He is being co :is pl re d everglades of Florida, how far and absolute consiracy to keep 1s practically hand-picked 
against from the President of the could yo'J go? a people in squalor and deprlva- The day-to-day llfe of· a mi-
United States all the way down If migrants refuse to work as tion. grant worker sounds something 
to the lo~al editor of the coun- they dld when Cuba stopped sell- like an excert form "Man-· 
ty newspaper in which he works. ing sugar to the U .s. the govern- But what exactly is a mt- dingo." They work from what they 
He is more than oppressed, he me-i"1t sees to it that cheaper grant worker? Rudolph Wilson . call "dark thirty to dark thirty" 
ls a non-person. He is a thing. foreign workers are brought in says emphatically that "He 1s not Translated that means from 4.30 H~ ts truly the wretched o! the who work for less. This force5 a tourtst •.•• He's an individual who in the morning till 10.30 at night 
earth. the "undesirables'' who pro- travels fro.n area to area for An entire family usuaily occupie~ 
Rudolph Wilson and Lindsay tested to move to other places agricultural employment for the one room with a cardboard par-
Moore, two Howard students and w~rk at lower rates, thus sake of survival. He ls employed tltiop. separating them from their 
greatly coilcerned about the sub- forcing the workers who were not by small farmers, but in neigHt.nr-
ject, have traveled from Vir- there when they arrived to leave ml1st cases by corporation farm:: ~ '"· 
ginia to Florida weeding out facts, and work for less and the cycle or agro-businesses. They are outdoor tollets a~e com 'llOn- . 
taking pictures, interviewing goes on and on. The Fair Labor the No. 1 supplier of foods in place and sanitary conditions are 
migrants, and in so~~ instances, Relations Act, which guarantees America." They pick just about quite deplorable. Malaria infects 
llving in migrant camps in order the right for collective bargain- every type of vegetable imagln- many of these people. They can 
to grasp the true bestial n'lture ing without employer intlmida- able. Contrary to the propaganda receive no food stamps, social 
of the· oppression of migrant tion, does not apply to Agro- one sees on television, cheap security benefits, unemployment 
workers. They presented the~r businesses or Corporation human labor 1s still in great compensation, sick ·pay, vaca-
flndlngs Monday Mnrch. 22 in the farms. A minimum wage ts un- d-3ma.,d. M.Uly of the machines Uons--nothlng. They make from 
class of Bro. Charles w Faulk- heard of. Local ~papers wo:i't used today are notrefinedenough $15 to $20 a week with $5 ·a 
ner, an instructor in the A!r- print the truth and"lnquiring stu- to replace hum3.n labor. In fact week of this going to rent a hovel 
ican-Amarican Institute at Ho- dents or reporters are treated you might have eaten snakes, that d·~fies description. They pay 
ward University for Seco-:idary with extreme hostility. field mice or other extraneo:.is income tax, but lt 1s never turned 
School Teachers in the District So what in fact ts happening objects unknowingly as a result in by their crew leader, and they 
o·~ Columbia, ls that Senators, Cabinet mem- of the inadequacy of the pre- never see it again. The average 
Their findings exposed the bers, and other high ranking sent m:>.chinery. life expectancy is about 45. When 
titanic nature of oppressio::l and officials in the government are they die they are buried quite 
unco·..-ered the intricate guises · either owners ot the farms or There are anywhere from 2 unceremoniously, usually in a 
and costumes it assumes. The they have huge stock investments to 3 million migrants in this ditch wlth dirt tossed over them. 
Office of Eco:iomtc opportunity in them or one of their fel- co:ntry with the East Coast (the Tho:;e too sick to work are turned 
under the pretense of finding low crooks own them; as a re- subject of Rudolph and Lindsay's out to fend for themselves. 
jobs for "unemp:oyables" has suit of this, no federal legisla- report) having approximately 
been known to send people door · tlon 1s present or even antlci- soo,ooo. It is projected that by 
to door ln order to weed out pated any time in the remote 1980 the migrant labor forcewlll 
prospective "slaves". The De- fUture that could/would .curtail decrease by 40% provided that 
partment o~ Agriculture 1s their 
cohort: in fact it is they who 
\ annually do:rn.te $5 bUlion a year 
to the owners of corporation 
farms or Agro- businesses not to 
raise crops. They are the sole 
em~·loyers of migrant workers 
(small farmers don't rank). 
Of every sevan do~lars sent 
to aid mlgrant workers, o:ily one 
ever reaches them--a.fter it's 
been tam.;>ered with. Even if mi-
grants got the full seven dol-
lars they still would have to 
pay exorbita.1~ r~nts and buy food 
and provision solely from their 
employers then 1t ridiculous 
prices, the end result being that 
migrants remain in a perp-~tual 
state of slavery, suffering and 
d~ath. If migrants try to run 
away, (where they gonna run to?) 
they would be ap;Jrehended by 
the local authorities. Besides, 
l -11 i ". e r s i t , . 
• 
~· i t 11 0 LI t \\. ~1 'I I s 
<Continued from Page 3) 
mands of the Black community, 
The curriculum will be developed 
by each student in coorperation 
with his faculty and advisors. 
Students will interact with stu-
~ dents of other colleges and re-· 
ceive practical experiences in 
specially developed semlnar- in-
the field programs. Internships 
will be provided in various bus-
incess, industry, government, 
social welfare, scientific ani re-
search organizatio:is. · 
The responsibility of keeping 
cumulative records of achieve-
m11nts will be that of students. 
• 
-......._ 
They usually resort to rob-
bery, murder, or ln some cases 











refuse of a city for food (in-
credible? you ain't heard nothing 
yet). Common law marriages are 
the order of the day and the kids 
are regarded as "camp kids" 
meaning that they really belong 
to no one, yet everyone. The kids 
receive virtually no education 
and (dig this) the government 
provides jack-leg preachers for 
the spiritual uplife of those 
people, free of charge (of course). 
Children are usually in the fields 
at the age of five. 
We have examined the workers 
of the "big-boys" (Senators etc). 
But we have yet to examine the 
crew leader the man to whom 
the migrants are dlrectly re-
sponsible. Belleve me he 1s a. 
bitch in his own right. He iS 
usually Black.He is paid for the 
numoer of people he brings in to 
work. He sells wine, food; takes 
income tax (for Himself usual-
ly) and rent busses to transport 
·the workers to other sites. He 
is somewhat of a middle man 
between the Land Barons and the 
"serfs". Under him ls the straw-
boss. He ls usually a tough nigger 
picked from among the worker$; 
to oversee the rest of them. 
Life as a migrant worker ls 
an ever tightening circle which 
one day will silently blot out 
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You won't have to settle for less at Prudentia I . < 
We've been involved with improving the qual ity of life for years 
- long before being involved became fashionable . · • 
If this sounds like your kind of company, you ought 
to find out more about Prudential. 
We offer career opportunities in marketing management, 
investments, applied computer techno logy, sales. accounting. 
actuarial. and others. 
And we offer responsibility and challenge 
in a company that's committed to social involvement. 
A Prudential representative will be 
visiting your campus soon. 
Check with your Placement Office Pmden~iraf 
for the exact date. and make 
arrangements to talk to him . 
• 
~ I I l 
• I • \ ' : An equ~ :Opportunity emp(Q-,Je{ r t .• ' • .• ,. j 
March 26, 197·i 
What ls the position of Black 
people in the United States? 
The answer to this question 
would probably variy with one's 
political ideology. But intwined 
within the maze of philosophies 
and opinions, cert;Un facts can 
probably be found. 
Here are a few of them. 
P OPULATION 
. . . . . . 
THE HILLTOP 
11 • 
• By Robert "The Black" Taylor 
and West may be the recent •mental to understandingtheposi-
trend of moving from small tlon of Blacks in The United 
southern towns to large and fast States. 
growing southern cities, instead The idea gaining acceptance, 
of going to the North. Clty growth not only in so-called militant 
is 'reflected in the fact that from circles but also in more mo-
1950 to 1968 the Black popula- .de rate ones, ls that Black ghettos 
· tion grew by 7 million, and 5 (and cities) occupy a colonial 
million or this increase was in the relationship to the United States 
central cities of the major metro- in which they are exploited eco-
politan areas. Fifty-four per cent nomlcally and subjugated poli-
of all brothers and sisters now .Ucally. 
live in large cities and the per Today the average Black fam-
centage ls expected to increase. lly earns about 40 per cent less 
This ls leading to the rapidly than the average white family 
developing new phenomenon of This ls more sl~iftcant, th~ 
many major U.S. cities becoming it appears becuase the average 
predominately Black. Washing- Black family ls larger than the 
And finaily on the economic 
scene un,e'llployment for Blacks 
recently ~ached -nine per cent. 
But this figure does not give 
an accurate picture because it 
only includes those Blacks who 
are known to be looking for work 
and cannot get 1t. Those brothers 
who have dropped out of the 
labor market are not counted, 
It has been estimated by the 
Commerce Department that in 
hard-core ghetto areas one o! 
every three Black workers ls 
unemployed or underemployed. 
Page 5 
the relative position of Black 
people in America wlll stay the 
same or get worst over the 
long run. 
A strategy of Black develop-
ment wlll probably require a 
unified/ organized Black political 




The United States Census 
Bureau announced · a few weeks 
ago that the final 1970 popula-
tion count for Blacks in Amer-
ica w~s 22,672,570. This figure, 
which many Blacks have called 
inaccurately small, reflects a 
Black population gain of 20 per 
cent, almost double the 12 per 
cent growth rate of fhe white 
population. 
Black folk now supposedly r e-
present 11.2 per cent of the 
population 1fi America. We were 
reported to be 10 per cent of the 
population in 1960. There, how-
ever, continues to be a shortage 
of Black men. Black women out-
number Black men in America 
by approxlmately one million. 
ton, D.C. leads the way with a white one. But nevertheless, 
71 per cent ebonite populatjon. prominent Black economtst 
Newark, New Jersey (54 per Andrew Brimmer estim'.).tes 
cent), Gary, Indiana (53 per cent), the aggregate annual income of 
To make the Black economic 
situation more dire, Andrew 
Brimmer has estimated · that 
Black folk lost $3 billion to 
crime in their com rn\mlties in 
1969. B11mmer has also hit upon 
a socio-economic problem that 
may be developing within the 
Black comm\\nlty. 
The politics of Personality 
have all but wrecked the student - ' 
government on all levels here at 
Howard. The ability of our people 
Nationally, says the Census 
Bureau, there are about 41800,000 
Black families. But about one-
third -- 1.5 million - - of these 
families are headed by women. 
In 1967 the birthrate for white ~ 
was 16. 7 per thousand w ;, 11 e · 
Blackc; w~re growing at 2 '.) , 4 ' 
births per thousand p:ople. 
And it is expected that it will 
continue to outgrow the white 
birthrate for in any years to come 
because presently 15 per cent 
of all children in America under 
fi:ve years of age are Black. 
And as would be expected, the 
average Black family ls larger 
than its white counterpart, 
Geographically, the migration 
of Blacks from ~he South to the 
North and the West continues 
but at a slower pace. At the 
turn of the century 90 per cent 
of our people lived in South, 
in 1940 75 per cent were still 
there making up about one fourth 
of the South's population. (It 
should be noted that the Census 
Bureau counts Maryland, Dela-
ware, Kentucky, Oklahoma, West 
Virginia, and the District .of 
Columbia as southern states 
along wlth the state of the old 
confederacy.) 
According to 1968 census esti-
mates 47 per cent of all Blacks 
live outside of the Sout.h: 18 
per cent in the North East, 22 
per cent in the north ::antral 
states, and 8 per cent in th·~ W ·~st. 
One reason for the slower pace 
of Black migration to the North 
and Atlanta, Georgia (51 per Blacks in America between 35 
cent) are also over half Black anQ 40 billion dollars. 
and growing Blacker fast. In 1967, according to a De-
In addition there are seven partment of Commerse bulle.ntin 
other cities which have at least (Entitled: We the Black People 
a 40 per cent Black populace. oi the United States) nine per 
But recent studies have revealed cent of the families tn· Amer-
that we are gaining paliticfiland lea were Black but they received 
population control of these cities only five per cent of the national 
at a time when they are decaying incom·9, Black pay is lowest in 
physlcapy and economically, and, the South and highest in the 
as a result of businesses which West. 
are fleeing or refusing to enter The Comtnt~rce Department 
the central city, most large cities bullentin stated that Black men 
are also loosing their industrial 10 per cent of the labor force 
tax base. but represented only 2 per cent 
This loss of money is occur- of the doctors, 2.5 per cent of 
1ng at a time when the welfare the dentists, 1.5 per cent of the 
rolls of most large cities are insurance brokers, and 0.5 per 
sky- r ocketing. Nationally an cent of the engineers. 
estimated 15 per cent of Blacks While there is Black owner-
are on welfare; in the central ship of almost all types of busi-
cities the number ls much larger. nesses in America, most Blacks 
In Newark · fo r example, accord- • either have only their labor for 
ing to Jet magazine, 30 per sale or are self-employed in 
cent of the people live on wel- small businesses serving 
fare. segregated ghettos or Black 
And to the dismay of many clientele. Although somt> well-
integra*ionists thes2 tren.js ap- to-do and sizable Black business 
pear to indicate that in the fore- communities h 1 v a. been· built 
seeable future Black ghettos will - in Atlanta Durham Chicago and 
tin ' t I I I con ue o grow. Projections are New York, they have only served 
that by 1985 or sooner Chicago, to make certain individual Black 
Phllidelphia, Birmingham, St. entrepreneurs. wealthy, 
Louis, Detroit, Baltimo·~e, N~w And it appears a• safe guess, 
Orleans, Cleveland, Richmond, to the anguish of those Blacks 
Memphis, -- -· - :onville will who think Black Power means 
become pr• ........ c:1Y Black with Black capitalism, that the decade 
whites hell-bent for the suburbs of the seventies will not hold 
escaping the Black hordes. many promises for individual 
Wllat do these Black popula- small Black entrepreneurs. The 
tion growth rates and trends small business com munity ls 
mean? drying up all over America. 
ECONOMICS According to Black Economic 
An understanding of the eco- Development (a book based on 
nomic relatio:ishl•P of Blacks a siminar held by The American 
and r apidly growing Black cities Assembly) the number of Black 
(or ghettos) to the larger Amer- owned businesses actually de-
ican society is said by some poll- creased by mor e than 20 per 
tical-economists ~o be funda- cent from 1950 to 1960. 
He alledges that a 11 schism" 
is developing between formally 
educated-~killed Blacks and less 
educated-ul\skllled Blacks which 
may spur the development of 
economic classes among Blacks 
-- with 10 per cent of Black 
folk benefiting from the system 
and the other 90 per cent re-
maining poor 3.1\d exploited, 
The New York Times last 
month carried a s tory which 
tended to support Brlmmer's al-
legaUon. The article cited re-
cent census data showlng that 
young college educated man-wife 
Black families now have incomes 
equal to 91 per cent of young 
college educated mID-wife white 
families at their level. But it 
also revealed that the income 
gap between m o st other 
Black/ white family education 
levels had only decreased s light-
ly. And most Black woman headed 
families were worst of! eco-
nomically than they were ten 
years ago. 
It therefore appears from re-
cent statistical data that, despite 
claims of progress for "Black 
Americans" the relative posi-
tion of Blacks to the American 
society has remained basically 
the same over the past ten years, 
and in some cases 1t has gotten 
worse. 
To be sure some Blacks (col-
lege educated and skilled) seem 
to . be gaining benefits from the 
system, but the vast majority 
of the people remain marginally 
well-off or in poverty. And if 
the social forces of the raclst-
capitalist Am~rican system are 
allowed to continue to effect Black 
folk in their present manner 
to intelligently discuss issues, 
to work for solutions in a uni-
fied manner and to disagree 
without becoming totally repug-
nant is something to be desi red 
here at Howard, 
The history of this past year 
should be carefully examined, in 
most instances it defies reason 
and reflects a general disor der 
that has plagued tllis campus for 
at least three years. It seems as 
1f ever yone is looking for some-
one to blame, to more or less 
scaridice in order to salve their 
consciences. The easiest group 
to blame ls H.U.S.A., 'for the 
Senate meetings in all honesty 
reflect the total personification 
of " Howardmanla" - a strange 
combination of getting high, psy-
chological insecurity, Black rhe-
toric ~d aversion to work, 
The campus ls tense, every-
one ls preparing for the biggest 
show on earth - the H U s A 
. . . . 
Election. It appears as if this year 
it will beat anything that Holly-
wood could produce. The quest-
ion is raised - Is there any hope? 
The answer is - If you want it to 
be. 
First, its my strong beliefthat 
1f H. U.S. A. can not be restruct-
ured to meet the increasing de-
mands upon tt, it m;1st be abo-
lished! I say that understanding 
fully the consequences that it 
may bring. 
It is time for students at 
Howard to begin to stop playing 
politics and to start becom:.ng , 
political; and H. U .s. A. ls pot 




Ly'1c~ PB~PUVBS sil'-'B~i r>utiy 
By D ia ne Quander 
in effectiveness of Project was on the verge of exploslo:i; !dent M.ich1el Harris as a clas-
Awareness. this was not the time to give sic example of " tragedy a.1·1 
Uynch went on to voice his up on their stance.,, meritocr acy." He inv_is!o.:ied -~-
concern over the ciritcal state He attacked the Cheek adm1n1- ture leadership embojled ln , .. u-
of Black leadership, which he stration, explaining that 11 \Vith d·'!;its .5uch as Mungo. 
expressed in several articles the coming of the 'Lord' (Jamt' S He w~nt on to attack the inten-
that have recently appeared in c 11eek) students were pacified tions of various other leaders 
The HILLTOP. ••The National by th~ deceptiveness of rhe- on campusandcalledthem •·oo·Jr-
leadership dilemma is reflected torte '' It was very evident that geois niggers,'' " the new Tomr.," 
in the deterior ation and internal Lynch was dlsappointed at the and ''the people's pimps." "When 
conflict of the Black Panther failure of Howard students to student leaders are corrupted by 
Party, the s!>lit of Huey and recognize the administr ation as m:lteriallsm~ concerned with in-
Eldridge; the defeat of Muham.. representative of colonialism :md dlviduality, and unconcerned with 
mif~d i and the death of Whitney imperialism. He expalined that ideolozical questions, they ce~s~ 
Yo g. •' His description . of the campus is controlled from t.he to be th~ perpetuators of the 
Y ng' s funeral was somewhat white house and any colonial struJgle. " S'Jbsequently, Lynch 
sarcastic ani tnmorous. He de- functionary aborts and frustrates exclalmt1d, Black capitalism is 
cr1be<1 the funeral proce3slon the revolution. Student involve- the future o~ Howard ·univer sity, 
passing through Harlem t'.S a mm1 in such 'institutions' as. Co':ltinuing his evaluation, 
strange mixtureofpeople--Leroi HUSA, which Lynch termed Lynch cited the failure to chal-
Jones, McGeorge Bundy (Ford counter-revolutionary, was given lenge aut.ho~lty, passiveness, and 
Foundation), Roy W 11 kins, as one reason for the break- the dom.t:lan~e ot the Black bour-
Ram s ey Clark, Louis Farakan, down in campus leadership, geoisie as oth~r factors that have 
and others. Lynch exclaimed, The ' articulate activist de- caused the daclin.a of leadership 
Former Howard University in- ment and confusion on their faces. "That was very heavy•" s c ribed Hi.TSA as vehicle through among students. The failure to 
structor and political activist His observations forced a look From that point on, Lynch which the Admlnistratio:l can buy force the debate oat in the o;>en 
A kl L h d li d f t lit H d i devoted the bulk of his speech off leadership or Politically de- is the "Crisis in Leadership c yn ync e vere a ar- a a rea Y· • 11 owar s to the polltical development of stroy it. 11 Look at w!1at hap- for the m11st essential political 
reaching and thought-provoking politically dead." The activist the University from its infancy pened to Q.T. Jackson a beauti- weapon ls confrontation.'' 
speech Thursday on the "Poll- outs out the absence of political 
ucal Development of the campus leadership ••• absenceofcreativ- in the mid '60's to its decline fUl brother, who ~ now Poll- "MY recom1nand1t1on" con-
and the Crisis of Leadership.,, 1ty. • ,absence of political ide- in the '70's. tlcally dead," The collapse of tinued Lynch, "iii complete re-
Lynch's speech caR'le Thurs- ology ••• absence of powiar.14This Even at the height of poll- Ujam-na, a group of students structuring of the University," 
day n~ht in the first of the is not only a problem on Ho- Ucal involvemant on cam11us wlth who promoted the takeover and The el1m1natlo:i o! the Co1le1t0 
recently rena med \Project ward's campus but a national the fall of the Nabrit Admtnt- organized other stgnUicant pro- of Liberal Arts, which st11'les 
Awareness series, "The car- problem," observed Lynch. slration and the take-over ot the tests, Lynch added, mnrked the the creativity of students and 
michael lectures." Lynch impz:ISsed these and A-Bu1ld1ng, Lynch says he de- slow death of mWtant factions perpetuates Greek philosophical 
Following the tradition set by other views on his attentive but tected a deterioration of leader- on campus. assump~ions; removal of non-
the man the lectures honor, Lynch small audience for more than ship, "A Political leader ls in- Audience concern was aroused progressive faculty and trltling 
left a psychological impact on two hours in the School of Social tuiUve; the leaders of the take- when Lynch asserted that the students; th~ elimination o1 the 
the audience. Many of the 50 Work lounge, Lynch cominonted over wre not. If they had. had present and prospective campus Puncho'Jt, where students waste 
or more students who attended on the attendance in his open- a good sense of timing, they leaders show no promise or time and theeUminatlonofHUSA, 
left:withexpresstonsofbewllder- . ing remakrs, noting the decllne ~ould have realized that D.C. tuture. He labelled HUSAPres- ).. ad"1(8ro\ts,h).st141t1p(l,'', .. :,:· ;,:. ~ 
I I • 












By Robert "The Black" Taylor / 
THAT domestic spying has 
reached such proportions 1n 
America until the situation would 
be humorous 1f 1t were not so 
serious. Not only has it been 
rev:ealed that the Army has 
gathered sfossiers on over 25 
million private and public in-
dividuals, but also the FBI and 
the Army spys have been col-
lecting ln!ormatlon on peoples 
political, financial, philoso-
phical, and even sexual activities, 
In .. addition, last week several 
U.S. congressmen asserted their 
beliefs that their offices and 
phones had been tapped, And to 
top it all off city officials in 
Wilmington, Delaware went so far 
as to bug a tree 1n an area 
where protest demonstrations 
are frequent, (American: Land of 
the spy and hom11 of the F.B.I) 
THAT an Ohio police officer 
was freed after killing a 
suspected Black burgler with an 
illegal M-2 carbine. The autopsy 
showed that the young Black rob-
ber had thirty gun shot wounds 
in his body, but the officer's 
action was termed justiflable 
homicide. ("The Negro is unsafe 
anywhere in this country. He is 
open prey at all times to bar-
barians who know no restraint; 
There is but one part left ·to 
the persecuted negro .. .l Be a 
law unto yourself"·, asserted the 
Rev. Montrose Thornton in 1915.) 
THAT Daniel P. Moynihan's 
memorandum on Black people 
to President Nixon last year 
proves very interesting reading. 
It offers Nixon the following ad-
vice: ''The Negro lower class 
must be dissovled and trans-
formed into a stable working 
class.' ' It also suggest that 
"black extremists" must be 
turned into "truck drivers, mail 
carriers, and assembly· line 
workers .... " Moynihan then goes 
so far as to suggest to Nixon 
th~t he appoint Black to:-eign 
ambassador Jerome H. Holland 
as the leader of Black people. 
(White liberals and their pater-
nalistic racism.) 
THAT according to Black En-
terprise magazine · monetary 
volume in the American con-
struction industry reached $90 
billion dollars last year but only 
one Black firm 'Nas among the 
top 400 moneymakers. This is 
at a time when economic de-
velopm•~nt is becoming an in-
creasing concern of Blacks, 
whose annual aggregate income 
is expect to reach $50 billion by 
1975. (" ... every student of eco-
nomics knows that the race can 
only be saved through a solid 
industrial fowidat1on, ' ' declared 
Marcus Garvey 1TI 1921.) 
THAT prior to the recent elec-
tion a group known as "Black 
Concerned Demlicratic Women" 
came out in sµpport of white 
republican candidate J oho Nevius 
as the District delegate to Con-
gress saying "we are committed 
to Jack and what he stands for ... " 
(Black women who call them-
selves democrates supporting a 
white man who calls himselt a 
republican -- quite a contradi-
tion to say the least.) 
THAT during his recent 
critique of Howard University, 
former activist instructor Acklyn 
Lynch stated the qualities that 
a campus student leader should 
have: organization skills, ad-
ministrative experitse, dis-
cipline, independent creative 
thinking, and understanding of his 
constituency. (With student gov-
ernment elections coming up 
shortly, these are attributes that 
we should look for. ) 
Gripers explain absence 
Well, in case you have been 
wondering where GRIPE was (is) 
we will attempt to bring you up 
to date. If you have not missed 
it, when you read this column 1ou 
will find out about it anyway, 
The purpose of GRIPE is to provide 
for the Howard University 
community a mechanism whereby 
grievances can be acknowledged and 
with the cooperation of other facets 
of the University, alleviated. 
Research assistance on the grievances 
is provided by the brothers of Zeta 
Phi Chapter. Alpha Phi Omega 
National Service Fraternity, Inc. 
GRIPE has been plagued since 
its inception. Plagued by skepti-
cal students. Pl~gued by faculty 
members and adi'hinistrators who 
will not take the time to try 
to find out what students think 
about a particular problem. Pla-
gued by researchers who became 
fr.istrated when legitimate grie-
vances were not answered. Pla-
gued ... .. 
And you know what? We, the 
head researchers, tend to see 
the point of the skeptical stu-
aents. If you were to ask us, 
what has GRIPE accomplished, 
we would have to say, not very 
much. But then one more quest-
ion should follow. W!1yhasGRIPE 
not accomplished anything? And 
the answer: because certain damn 
people on this campus do not care 
enough to answer the grievances 
or to do sometlling abo:it them. 
Unfortunately, this group inc-
ludes students, HUSA, for ex amp·· 
le, and ce~ain faculty memhers 
and administrators • So what, 
should we do? W•~ll, we are not 
ready to give up quite yet, We are 
sendinJ a let for to the President 
of this University to see if in 
fact he can take care of the fac-
llltY and administrators in giving 
his approval (or even his rejec-
• 
uo~1 of GRIPE) to see if we can 
get solutions to these grievances 
instead of rhetoric. (Mind you 
now, it is not all of them, just 
some!) As for the students, w~ · 
are not quite sure what to do 
here, for we as students are let-
ting certain actions take place 
on campus by our indifference 
or approval. So here is the prob-
lem why don't you tell us how 
o ink we, the students, can 
solv our grievances? 
\.l~w Dr. Cheek: 
e purpose of GRIPE is to 
pr ~de for the Howard University 
co nity a mechanism whereby 
gri ces can be acknowledged and 
wit he cooperation of the 
Univ rsity, alleviated. 
nee GRIPE's inception we feel 
that certain people on this campus 
h taken the above statement as a 
farce. Unfortunately, we feel that a 
majority of these iQdividuals are the 
ones that can solve the grievances. 
Dr. Cheek, we feel that there are 
legitimate grievances on this campus 
which need correcting. We are asking 
that you inform the faculty and 
administrators of the necessity of 
solving students' grievances. Further, 
we are asking that you personally 
endorse GRIPE as a viable means by 
which grievances ca n be 
acknowledged and hopefully 
alleviated. 
Your cooperation will be 
appreciated ; 
Sincerely, 
Linwood Wooldridge, Ill 
GRIPE co-founder 
GRIPE feels that it has enough 
current grievances to attempt 
to get answered so, if we get an 
answer from the student body 
anti Dr. Cheek then we will figure 
out what the format of this art-
icle should be. Your comments 
can be sent or put in the ALPHA 
Pm OMEGA mailbox in the Stu-
dent Center. 
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Judging from this week's Speak Out question, HUSA elections have come to be somewhat 
of a farce, just as HUSA itself has evolved into a joke. The reason that the question was 
asked was simply to show those who plan to run what the campus thinks about the whole 
thing, so that when they mess up next year, they can't say that they lost student support; 
they will know that they never had it. 
How can a t-IUSA president consider himself a student leader when only a few· hundred 
students elect him? But if someone should sugge$t that HUSA elections be dispensed with, 
the reaction is shock and amazement, ''Who will lead us?" or more likely, "Who will we go 
to for money for our concerts?" . 
Who led us this year? KUSA executives? Was there any time during the entire year when 
the students on this campus were led at all? So why is it that every spring students start 
talking about leadership? And as for the money, yeah, it was there all r.ight, but look at the 
hassles involved in getting it. There must be another way. 
A possible alternative would be to have a finance committee established to deal with 
requests for funds. Such a committee should be selected by representatives frol'JI each school 
and each major organization-·so that all will be considered equally for funds. Requests 
should be made individually by appointment and not at mass l'Tleetings. 
As for leadership, once you check out the prospective candidates, you may observe that 
some of them are decent speakers, some are nice dressers, some are good.·looking (but not 
most), and some are just friendly people--but none are really leaders. 
Leaders don't need HUSA. 
Defends GSA presic;Jent 
Dear Editor: 
This article is a reply to an 
article appearing in The HILL-
TOP dated March 19, 1971. The 
article was under the caption 
'G.S.A. President put down' and 
was written by one R. Griffith, 
whoever that is. 
It is very disturbing that in 
this day and age, when student 
associations on the Howard cam-
pus are striving towards unity, 
there are some students among 
us, lllce R. Griffith, who cannot 
see turther than their noses, try-
ing to create an atmosphere of 
dlsunity and disillusion. Griffith 
in h1s article, sought to embar-
rass most negatively the newly 
elected presld~nt of the Guyana 
Students Association; Mr. Mi-
chael Mayers (Flash). If one has 
critlcls.ms to make, one makes 
constructive criticisms. One 
does not deal with personalities 
for this merely shows that there 
ls no eonstructlon or anything 
ideally sensible about the cri-
ticism, 
Grtttith's contention centered 
around the fact that Michael May-
ers (Flash) ought not to have 
been elected president prim~rily 
because he is a freshman and 
also because he had falled a 
course. M.ichael Mayers is a 
freshman granted, but whether 
or not he failed a course does 
not mean that he is not capable 
of being president of the G.S.A. 
If Griffith wanted to be coll$-
trucUve in his criticism 
one would have thought that he 
would have addressed himself to 
the question of Mr. Mayers' abil-
ity and capaclllty as a president 
of an organization such as the 
G.S.A. (Grlffith in his letter also 
labelled Mayers with names such 
as jiver .) It is quite obvious, 
and without any doubt, that Grif-
fith is the one who sought to jive 
and a more befitting surname for 
YOU Griffith would be 'Jive Ass 
Nigger'. 
I would lllce tQ point out to 
Griffith that the constitution of 
the G.S.A. says that a full-time 
registered stude.il~ of Guyanese 
nationality enrolled at Howard 
can hold any executive post in 
the G.S. A.. Mayers satisftes this 
criterio:t and on this basis he 
· was nominated and later won the 
election by a great majority, Let 
me stress that he was elected 
which"' me~ that he was voted 
in by the Guyanese students--
students who saw Mayers as the 
fittest person for the post. These 
are not stupid students as you 
sought to portray in your arti-
cle, Mr. Grlffith. They are more 
sensible than you are because 
they are more aware and they 
possess the sense of unity and 
cooperation. 
I would sincerely hope, Mr. 
Griffith, that the next time you 
attempt any such crltlcism you . 
would do so from a constructive 
point of view and not from the 
point of view of a shit-talker. 
By Kempe R. Hope 
GSA president r·e~ponds 
Dear Editor: 
In the interest of the Guyana 
Student Association of "The 
Greater Washington Area" 1 I feel 
that the onus ls upon me to re-
tute the statements made against 
the G.S.A. in the previous issue 
of the "HILLTOP". : 
The destructive attack on the 
President and members of the 
G.S. A. leads me to believe that 
i•R. Griffith" does not exist as 
a bona-fide member oftheG.S.A. 
and ls merely a pseudonym for 
cowardly bastard. My first reac-
tion was to disregard the article 
because of its unsubstantiated 
contents and distorted facts but 
having the interest of the G.S.A. 
at heart, I am compelled to cen-
sure this ''R. Griffith" very 
strongly, 
"M.r. Griffith's" language 
leaves much to be desired and 
anyone who regards himself a5 
bein~ intelligent should desist 
frdm using such terms as they 
.tend to reveal the true ~·charac- . 
ter" of the man, Why should a 
person stoop so low as to make 
such derogatory statements 
which he himself knows to be 
untrue? Why doesn't "Mr. Grif-
fith" come forward and reveal 
his true identity? Is he man or 
mouse? -
As I indicated, I am not in 
the least bit perturbed by "Mr. 
Griffith's" allegations but !think 
he . owes the G.S.A. an apology, 
I suggest that he 'attend our next 
meeting, present his ar~ment 
in a constitutional manner and 
I can assure you that I can sufiply 
the "living'' proof which wquld 
expose "Mr. Griffith" as being 
an unmitigated falslfler of vera-
city. 
"Mr. Griffith", I challenge 
your manhood. 
I command you to com€' :~or­
wa.rd. 
The G.S.A. continues to move 
forward. 
Long live the G.S. A. 
IVIichael C. Mayers 
President, G.S.A. 
P.S. "Mr, Griffith": all Guy-
anese students are looking for-
• • ward to seeing you in the open. 
~ . 
• 
Gay rop's tour 
Dear Editor: 
That "Did you know?" column 
by Robert "The Black" Taylor 
appears to be written by a bigot. 
For one, his very ambiguous 
pseudonym of "The Black" I 
would assume alludes to some 
propensity of intellect on his 
part, Well let me be the first 
to awaken him to the fact that 
it does not. 
Further, if a senior class trtp 
to Europe amazes him so much 
I assume it ls because Howard 
University has had so few suc-
cesstul trips. I wonder is it due 
to a Black phobia to traveling, 
parsimony or the lack of ability 
to plan a trip, other than the 
gettin~ high one. 
Furthermore, I assume ' 'The 
Black's" amazement is due in 
part to his lack of knowledge 
to what ·a class trlp implies 
anyway. Obviously, the previous 
statement is true because. "The 
B\ack" assumes his ident111ca-
tion lies in h.is physical appear-
ence in Africa. Thus it follows 
that " The Black" is an im -nature 
person because he is not en-
downed with the proper mental 
facilities in order to deal with 
reality from where he is. 
It should be evident now that 
the statement, if one never goes 
to Africa, he has no identlfica-
Uon, as being reductioned ab-
surdum. 
Therefore, when "The Black" 
refers to his amazement with 
Niggers (March 19, IDLLTOP). 
I have an ama.z.ement about the 
basic rational processes of "The 
Black". 
Thus, I wonder if he avoided 
the course in Principles of Logic 
because he obviously lacks basic 
coherency in his writing. 
Further, from a psychological 
standpoint hhls particular irra-
tional behavior to , an identity 
crisis. 
And 1n closing for the fUrther 
' information of "The Black" a 
group airfare tour of the West 
Coast ot Africa (Tangier, 
Algeria) would cost approximate-
ly $550.00 (This price excludes 
hotes, meals, sightseeing, pro- · 
fesslonal tour host, trips trans-
fers and entrance fees) so Mr. 
Robert "The Black" Taylor. Did 
you know that? 
Gay Pop 
The letters and comments on this 
page represent the belief11 and· 
opinions of the individual auU'lors, 
and do not necissarily reflect 
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Selection of trustees 
1. Only tull-time students in 
good standing (and not on pro-
bation of any kind) at Howard 
University, who remain in good 
standing throughout their term of 
ott1ce, and who are not eligible 
tor graduation before the end 
of the Board term concerned shall 
be eligible to serve as Student 
Trustees. ..., 
One shall be a graduate or 
professional student, enrolled 
consecutive year of enrollTnt 
at Howard and having an aca-
demic average of at least 2.5, 
selected by the undergraduate 
student bodies restore.?? 
2. The term office is for one 
year (July 1 through June 30). 
A given student cannot be elected 
more than twice. 
3. A student desiring to nt'l 
for the of!ice of Trustee will 
secure a petition form from the 
~oward University Student As-
so~iation Vi'iice on a school day, 
beginning Mo".lday, March 29, be-
tween the hours of 9:0') a.m. 
and 5:00 p.m. • 
4. All petitions must be re-
tun!ed to the HUSA Oifice by 
5:00' p.m. on Firday, April 23. 
Each undergraduate petltio:i ls 
to bear the signatures and ID 
numhers of at least 200 under-
graduate supporters, and~ each 
graduate and professional fieti-
tion is to bear the signatures 
and ID num';)ers of at least 100 
graduate or professional student 
supporters. . 
5. A Superintendence .Com-
mittee (consisting of the Pres-
ident of the Student Council of 
each of the schools and colleges, 
and the President of HiJS A as 
convener) will verify the authen-
ticity of petitio;is and inform 
each filer as to the namt~S of 
students who presented authen-
ticated petitions, not later than 
Friday, April 30. The Super-
intendence Co:ntntttee wUl un-
dertake to have this inio:m:::-
tion published in the HILL TOP 
The Scl1ool o~ Black Culture 
will be involved in shaping the 
attitude, involvement, discipline, 
committment and perspective of 
the student with a consistent 
ideological direction. Students 
will participate in learning cen-
ters engaged in the study of 
art, architecture, education, re-
ligion~ history, science, mathe-
matics and Black family life, 
while appreciating, the multi-
faceted aspects of each problem 
in our historical evolution and 
the many ways that our people 
have attempted to resolve these 
problems. In addition, the stu-
dents will develop concrete skills 
in mathematics, science, verbal 
and non-verbal communication, 
symbolic logic and analysis. 
There will be established an 
effective dialogue betw·~en stu-
dents and faculty in the galaxy 
(satellite) learning centers, as 
emphasis will be on ideological 
com-nittment, discovery and 
creativity. The student will be 
involved in discovering that which 
he already knows, ordering, stor-
ing and synthesizing this know-
ledge with new knowledge in an 
integrative process, and then us-
ing it creatively for understand-
ing and shaping reality, In the 
galaxies (satellite learning cen-
ters) the faculty members (or 
faculty liberators as they should 
be correctly called) will have 
various disciplines, thereby 
allowing for a free interchange 
and flow of creative .thought in 
the work and in the cognitive 
dimensions of the learning pro-
cess. 
At the end of tw'o years, a 
review board will examine the 
student's projected area of tech-
nical concentration. There should 
be a matching up of the stu-
dent's choice of study with his 
demQnstrated potential and with a 
curriculum design that would 
provide him with the necessary 
expertise. The decision making 
t 
on Friday, May 7. 
6. The dates for vot.ing will 
be Thursday, May 13, and FR't-
DAY May 14. 
7. Only tull-time students 
shall be eligible to vote for Stu-
dent Trustees. · 
8. VoUng machines will be 
used on a basis similar to that 
currently employed for other 
University-wide student voting. 
9. In order to vote a student 
will present his Howard Univer-
sity photo-ident1t1cation card an:! 
his current Certificate OC' Regi-
stration, which then will be 
punched at the Number 29. 
10. For selection in either the 
undergrad·Jate o.:- graduate cate-
gory, the student must receive 
the highest number of votes in 
the particular category and n<Y. 
less than 30% of the votes cast 
in the said category. 
11. a. If, in either the under-
graduate or the graduate-pro-
fessional category, there ls a 
tie for first place, a run-ofl 
electio:l for the applicable cate-
gory will be held not later than 
Friday, May 21; and the run-
off will be confined to the can-
didates who tied for first place. 
b. If in a given category 
no candidate receives at least 
30% of the votes cast, a run-
off will be held not later than 
Friday, M:iy 21. If additionally 
there ls a tie for first place 
the run-off will be confined to 
those candidates. If there ls no 
tie for first place, the run-off 
will include the first place can-
didate and the second place can-
dldate (or candidates, if there 
a tie for second place). 
c. The voting pro~edur~ 
will follow Steps 7 and 8 above. 
d. Advance publicity will 
include notice as the Certificate 
of Registration number assigned 
for this voting. 
12. Effort will be made to 
" achieve m~.ximnm publicity 
among the total student body 
process of the Review Board 
and the planning of the student's 
career should be carefully or-
ganized with the final determina-
tion of technical concentration 
made with three months of the 
student's appearance before the 
Board. At the end of this three· 
month period, the student will , 
join an Institute, where he will 
participate in a four year proL 
gram designed to prepare ~I 
sharpen his technical pro-
ficiency. 
The following Institutes will 
represent our advanced level 
. learning centers. 
1. Institute of M.l.them~Ucs 
and Natural Sciences 
2. Institute of Creative Ex-
pression - Black Art 
3. Institute of Communica-
tions and Information Systems 
4':' Institute of Education 
5. Institute of So~ial Engi-
neering and Systems M.magers 
6. Institute of Global (Multi-
national) Studies and Revolution-
ary Processes 
7. Institute of Geopolitics, 
Military Science and Armaments 
Technology 
8, Institute of Engineering 
and Computer Technology 
9. Institute of Oceanography 
and Marine Science 
10. Institute of Transportation 
and Delivery Systems 
11. Institute of M :ite rials 
Technology 
12. Institute of Agronomy, 
Agricultural Science and Tech-
nology 
13. lnst~tute of Urban Planning 
and Environm,3ntal, Systems 
14. lnstltute ,of Health Sciences 
15, Institute · of Business and 
Economics 
16. Institute . of Law, Public 
Administration, and Policy Plan-
n1ng 
These Institutes will be de-
s igned in concentric circles 
which will overlap •and provide 
for a free flow of knowledge 
I .' \ . . . . . . 
• .
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Advice to young activists: 
get you·r · Qasspqrt 
It ls Ume that brothers and 
sisters involved in the struggle 
begin serious consideration of 
routes both under and over ground 
1n and out of the United States 
so as to be able to continue 
revolutionary activities and avoid 
the enemy's trap of isolation. 
One can predict that because 
of the rise in "bombings" and 
"civil disorders" inthe nation· 
restrictions are forthcoming 
limiting. the movement and free-
doms of all citizens and, in par-
ticually brothers and sisters in-
volved in "radical activlties." 
A former army spy Lawrence 
Lane testified before a recent 
Senate subcommittee that the 
Army has at least 25 million 
U.S. citizens under surveillance. 
Imamu Amiri Baraka and 
- -Muhammad AU have been re-
fused passports-and we can eas-
ily predict what the Department 
of State's decision will be when 
stokley requests to have his pass-
port renewed. 
"Underground railroads" in 
ahd out the country are develop-
in both the pre-nomination ane. 
the pre-voting periods, includ-
ing releases in the HILLTOP 
and the utilization of campus 
bulletin boards. · 
13. The Secretary of the Stu-
dent Association shall tr!lllsmit 
to the Secretary of the Board 
of Trustees the names of the 
selectees, for formal election 










**Graduate and Professional 
Law Dentistry 
Medicine So--;ial W:.>rk 
Graduate Religion 
through the corss-fertllizatlonof 
ideas, interdisciplinary re-
search, and joint project and 
program planning. The Institutes 
will not function as Isolated, 
~ompartm€11talized untts of 
knowledge, work and instruction, 
even though they will be ad-
m tnistered separately by their 
respective governing boards, 
In addition to the above insti-
tutes, there should be a Center 
for Black Thought and Creative 
Expression, and a Center for 
Research in applied Science and 
Tecnnology, as well as a Center 
for Social and Economic 
Research, The work of these 
Research Centers will undergird 
and often sharpen the intellec-
. tual life of the Institutes. The 
research centers will attempt 
to deal with concrete problems 
confronting contemporary Black 
society, perform!ng three dis-
tinct but interrelated functions. 
The work will be a) diagnostic, 
b) evaluative, c) explanatory. The 
centers should be engaged in 
short term research projects 
which will be service oriented; 
in long term l'esearch which will 
tackle the substantive issues re-
lating to Black life and problems 
in Black intellectua1 thought; and 
in original research ID science 
and technology which will be use-
ful to the Black world. Black 
people must invent and build new 
gadgets and techniques as the 
innovators of tomorrow. 
The technological input of the 
last century coupled with the 
need of Black people for rapid 
industrialization for increased 
productivity and improved living 
conditions demands that our ed-
in Black communities and na-
tions without the application of 
technology to land, labor, capital 
and education, now or in the 
.future. (" Images of the 21st Cen-
tury .... Blackness,") It is neces-
sary, therefore, for us to train . 
people as quickly as possible 
By Nairobi NJamma 
ing rapidly but as of yet, are 
not reliable (Cleaver and Tim 
Leary got out but Angela was 
betrayed and H. Rap Brown is 
rumored to be still hiding from 
the police somewhere in the belly 
of America. 
One of the fundamental neces-
sities of bloods in the movement 
is to (a) know your connections 
and links out of the cotmtry -
via the underground, and (b) 
secure your passport if you can. 
This will enable you leave the 
country legally, and open the 
possibility of hijacking planes and 
boats for propaganda purposes 
and a safe free trip to a friendly 
revolutionary nation overseas. 
Call Passport information at 
(202) 783-8200 tell them to send 
you your tree passport lnlorma-
Uon and application forms. 
Basically to secure a passport 
you have to submit your birth 
certificate or baptismal certlft-
cate as proof of your citizen-
ship-two duplicate signed photo-
graphs taken within _six months 
of the date of the applicailon no 
smaller than 2-l/2x2-l/2 nor 
larger than 3x3 inches .tn size. 
You fill out the passport applica-
tion and bring $2 cash and $10 
check to the Department ofState-
Passport Division between 9 a.m. 
and 4 p.m. You should have your 
passport in 2 to 3 weeks. Re-
member the revolutionary'sfirst 
duty ls to survive! Survive -
so he'll be able to agitate, ed-
-ucate and organize the masses 
into a collective force against 
Amerikkkan fascism. The move-
ment has already lost some of 
its best leaders. We can't aftord 
anymore assassinations, any-
more Angela frameups, anymQre 
N.Y. 21's. We have got to be 
about relnlorclng an!f securing 
a stable undergrounfl network 
in and out of America and getting 
'dem passports in case we gotta 
go! 
to reproduce. systematically, 
through established and creative 
logicall processes, man-made 
hardware useful to ttie improve-
ment of the quality of life in 
Black communities. 
At all levels of work in the 
Institutes, students wUI be aware 
that every measure of education 
and science will relate to public 
service values and therefore will 
move away from productivity for 
profit and individual gain to pro-
ductivity for the enrichment of 
the lfow of life for Black people. 
The student will also understand 
the direct relationship between 
theory and practice, that is work 
and study will be merged. Em .. 
phasis will be on extending the 
humaniStic values develoPed, ex-
amined and re-examined ln the 
School of Black Culture. Mem-
bers of the Institutes will be 
·engaged actively in the liberat-
ing processes as they repr~sent 
the catalyzing agents of social 
change. 
In the Institutes, we will be 
concerned not only with thetech-
nological expertise acquired, but 
the development of the whole man 
consciously participating in the 
collective life of his com1n11nity 
as this reflects his social func-
tion. In this educational ex-
perience, the chains of oppres-
sion and allenati will be broken, 
as the student gains his true 
nature and m hood through 
Black culture and • 
Students will en age. in a four 
year study progra in the re-
spective Institutes. On success-
ful com!)letion of t program, 
the studellL will be warded a 
Master "Natlon Bun er (MNB) 
Certificate. Third year students 
from ·1arious Institutes will be 
organized in specific project 
teams to design, build and ad-
min.ister a concr ete and identi-
fiable service to the need of a 
Black community whether it ls in 
M:.ssissippi, Newark, Guyana.or 
•• t • •• I t I ' ' f ' I t ' 
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Nigeria. For example, the 
students will work on the con.: 
struction of an irrigation sys-
tem, health system or com. 
munication system as a specific 
community might request result-
ing from discussions between the 
com1ni.Dllty and the University 
officials. This specific aspect of 
the student's training will be 
narrowly focused and profes-
sionally designed so thQt the stu-
dents could come to grips with 
team work and the execution of a 
project design outside of the 
university community, but inte-
grated with his theoretical train-
ing. This third year program wlll 
extend from six months to one 
year. On the student's return 
to the university, the team will 
be responsible for providing a 
documented report of. its work 
' 
' and its progress. This report· 
will be discussed, analyzed and 
concretized for its theoretical 
and practical implications. It can 
become the basts for a thesis 
paper presented to a governing 
board of the Institute as one of 
the requirements for graduation. 
This will necessitate that each 
m,1mber of the team reporting 
to respective Institute will use 
some aspect of the project de-
sign for his thesis work, 
(Continued next week) 
The Internationally known 
Trinidad Tripoli Steel Orchest-
ra will perform with the Vin 
Lasse Com ho Saturday, at the 
r St, Stevens' Church, 16th and 
Harvard Streets beginning at 10 
p.m. Price of admis.slon ls 
three dollars. The Trinidad Tri-
poli band, besides conducting 
world-wida toars , has been se· 
on u.s. television shows f-' 11 
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Chicago, Ill., March 14. - The 
Carnegie Commission on Higher 
Education proposed yesterday 
adoption of "Bills ot Rights and 
ResponslbWtles'' for members 
of American colleges and univer-
sities, and suggested new guid-
lines for campus responses to 
dissent and disruption. 
At a press briefing here on 
a report to be published by Mc-
Graw-Hill in April, Dr. Clark 
Kerr, the Commission's chair-
man, said the Commission found 
that, in recent years, American 
campuses have been in "the 
greatest turmoil in all of their 
history." Dissatisfaction and 
disaffection that refiect concerns 
for many current problems in 
Ame,rican society and many pro-
blems faced by the colleges per-
sist, and are expected to be 
present on campuses for the 
foreseeable fufure. The Commis-
sion's new report is addressed 
principally to the students, 
faculties, trustees, and admini-
strators of the nation's cam-
puses, and recommends proce-
dures designed to assure that 
. 
dissent and protest on campuses 
be expressed: in co:istructive 
ways and in accord with the 
p~clples ot a free society. 
SpecU1cally, the report recom-
mends these three steps: 
1., Adoption, campus by campus, 
ofr "A Bill of Rights and Re-
sponslbllltles for Members of 
the Institution.'' A model bill ls 
suggested. · 
2; Development by each campus 
ot effective measures for con-
sultation and contingency plan-
ning in the event of disruptive 
emergencies. In particular, the 
Commission says, "a campus is 
not and cannot be a sanctuary 
from the general law, and thus, 
must relate more consciously 
and effectively with the police 
than it did in earlier periods." 
3. Creation by each campus of 
effective judicial procedures: 
Consideration of using external 
panels and persons, and of the 
general courts for certain types 
of cases is suggested, 
One of the difficulties in deal-




looking For Alternative 
Service??? 
If you are a conscientious objector and are looking for a place to 
do your alternative service, The Virginia Community Development 
Organization could be what you're looking for . This organization is 
devoted to community organ izing and problem solving for poor rural 
Blacks in sixteen rural Virginia counti~s . . 
If You Are lntrested, Please Write 
VCDO, 
P.O. 801 1825, 




REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS TO GIVE 
SENIORS AND GRADUATES COMPLETE DETAILS ON 
Commission reports, is that the 
American publlc seems to show 
limited tolerance for mass pro-
test activities, even when they 
are within the bounds of the 
law. The Commission report dis-
tinguishes between dissent and 
disruption and proposes that re-
sponses to events on a campus 
be based on this distinction. 
The Commission defines dis-
sent as: "Individual or organized 
activity which expresses grie-
vances held against, or changes 
desired in, society, or a cam-
pus, or both. The activity ls 
carried on within the limits of the 
democratic processes of freedom 
of speech, assembly, and petition. 
Dissent may be more generalized 
than around a single grievance 
or remsdy and may have an 
proposed solutions as well as 
complaints." 
The Commission's report says 
that dissent "lies at the founda-
tion of a university," and that 
"organized dissent and protest 
. activity within the law, are 
bacis rights which must be pro-
tected o:i the campuses--as they 
should be for all citizens every-
where." 
Disruption is ed by the 
Commission as: "Ac ch 
ls not protected by e st 
Amendment and which in rferes 
with the rights of others. Where-
as dissent relies on persauslon, 
disruption ls based on coercion 
1 and sometimes violence." The 
report says that disruption "is 
utterly contradictory to the 
values antl purposes of the cam-
pus, and to the processes of a 
democratic society ••. It' must be 
morally condemened and met 
promptly by the efforts of the 
campus and, when necessary, by 
application of the general law.'' · 
Society's reaction to instances 
of coercion and violence should 
"be undertaken only with 
reference to those specific in-
dividuals and groups who engage 
in them," the report says. "A 
campus as a whole, a system 
as a whole, or higher education 
as a whole, should not be penal-
ized.'' · 
The Commission calls upon 
the campuses to .reform them-
selves and to develop their own 
rules and procedures ta. protect 
dissent and prevent and con-
trol disruption. • 
To this end, the Commission 
recommends that members of 
each campus endeavor to agree 
on a bill ot rights and responsl-
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES • 
WITH THE PIONEER AND LEADING MANUFACTURER OF VTOL AIRCRAFT 
See your College Placement Off ice now for an appointment on: 
\ 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT, Stratford, Conn. • Division of United Aircraft Corp. •An Eq'Ual Opportunity Employer 
. I 
blllties applying equally to 
faculty, students, administra-
tors, staff and trustees. "Too 
often, in the past," the Com-
mission says, ''faculty members 
have set rules for the students 
but not for themselves; or trus-
tees have set rules for the faculty 
but not for themselves, We be-
lieve the time is appropriate 
for certain rights and responsi-
bilities to be appUed equally to 
all members of a campus." 
The Commission's bill treats 
with rights and responsibWties 
simultaneously '"for one per-
son's rights are only effective 
as other people recognize them 
and accept responsibility to guar-
antee them." 
It also establishes the principle 
that the greater the privileges of 
members of the institution, the 
more responsible they should be 
for maintenance of high stan-
dards of conduct and an environ-
ment conductive to extending, 
sharing, and examining know-
ledge and values. This applies 
particularly to faculty members 
with tensure and to trustees. 
In its review of emP.rgency 
situations on campuses, the Com-
mission found that (1) grievance 
procedures are often too slow or 
nonexistent; (2) rules governing 
protest activities have often been 
unwise or imprecise or both· 
(3) too many members of th~ 
campus have been reluctant to 
give up "the myth of uninter-
"!Pted serenity," and thus too few 
campuses have thought through 
the handling of emergencies; (5) 
the view that a campus ls some 
kind of sanctuary from the law 
has been held " for too long by 
too many;" (6) police relations 
have been treated on an arms-
length basis that encourages im-
provisation, rather than accepted 
as an essential part of campus 
life, as they are elsewhere in 
the society; (7) and campuses have 
often failed to consider tem-
porary closure as· a last resort 
1n situations of clear danger of 
violence to prsons or property. 
The report recommends that 
in cases of nonviolent disrup-
tion, to the extent possible, pro-
cedures internal tQ the campuses 
be used initially, and that non-
violent actions be met by re-
sponses whlcn do not use physical 
force. But violent actions involv-
ing injury to persons or more 
than incidental damage to pro-
perty should be met immediately 
by enforcement of the law, using 
internil.l and external personnel 
to the Ml extent necessary. 
Th~ Commission urges that 
significant actions which could be 
construed as violations of the 
general law b'e handled by the 
outside courts, 
On the campus, the Commis-
sion suggests the appointment 
of ombµdsmen to handle com-
. plaints made by faculty, students, 
or administrators 'informally. If 
an ombudsman's recom menda-
tions are not accepted, the case 
at issue could go to a campus 
hearing officer for more formal 
SAT., APRIL 3, 3 P.M. 
& 8:30 
CONSTITUTION HALL 





1300 F. St., N. W. 
(Campbell's)Tel.: 393-4433 
• 
investigation of the facts before 
a provisional decision ls reached· ,
a member ot the campus com-
munity could bring charges to 
the hearing officer. Campllses 
might also consider appointing 
"campus attorneys" topro8ecute 
cases ol alleged violations of 
campus rules. 
If solutioos recommended by 
the hearing officer are not ac-
cepted by parties to a case, 
the matter should be referred 
to some higher tribunal. The 
Commission suggests that 
in cases which could result 1n 
suspension or dismissal, thetri-
bunal .. might be composed par-
tially or totally of persons ex-
ternal to the case, preferably 
with an "external" person as 
chairman. External persons 
might be chosen from other 
schools within an instlfution with 
many schools, from another cam-
pus of a multicampus institution, 
from other nearby campuses, 
or they might be lawyers or 
judges. 11Such a selection pro-
cess should add objectivity and 
faililess to the procedures and 
relieve fellow members of face-
to-face groups from th!'! personal 
difficulties of service in such 
cases." 
Food stamps 
(Continued from Page 3) 
N.E. Service Center 
4313 Deane Avenue NE 
629-3270 
Anacostia SE Service Center 
1418 Good Hope Road SE 
629-8541 
Congress Heights SE Service 
Center 




1368 Euclid Street NW 
659-1100 ask for NDC #2 
1221 M Street N.W. 
462-8101 (only open Wed. from 
. 1:00 til 4:45) 
Comm1nity Facility Number 1 
941 North Capitol Street 
347-2833 ask for food stamp 
people 
S.W. Comm1m1ty Center 
1251 Carrollsbutg Placesw 
544-2024 (only open on Friday) 
Martin Luther . King Memorial 
Center 
1326 Florida Avenue N. E. 
399-8500 
Change Inc • 
3308 14th Street NW 
6!i9-llOO ask for Change offir.e 
then ask for food stamp people 
United Planning Organization 
1331 Savannah Street SE 
561-641)0 
Potomac Gardens 
700 12th Street SE 
547-8800 ext. 75, 54, 28, 29 
Gambling in 
the punch out 
" .. .I bld a 4 .• .' • 11 ... I pass! r !" 
"Make it 5 low ... " on and on 
fro".11 9:00 in the morning until 
7:00 at night the games pro-
"' ceed. The players only take time 
o:it for a quick soda and maybe 
a class every now and then. 
The main set back is suffered by 
the people who try to use the 
snack bar of the university cen-
- ter, com1nonly refered to as 
the "Punch out", for 1t s original 
purpose. 
Students, faculty and employes 
in general who come there for 
lunch or just a sandwich and 
drlnk find no place to accomodate 
themselves because of the over-
crowdness caused by the card 
playing. Not only is it in- · 
convenient, but .prohobited in the 
"Punch out". Facilities are pro-
vided in the penthouse on the 
third noor of the center tor 
such activities. 
Action is being taken by the 
Univ. Center P~anntng and Ad-
visory Council (UCP AC) to tn-
form everyone who plays cards 
in the · "Punch Out" that they 
are in the customers' way. 
' . 
. . 
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• African value system W ashingto.n: English Lit.relevant 
' By Shirley Washington Shakespeare, Chaucer, Milton-
how popular are their works 
to Howard University English 
students and how relevant are 
such courses toward the build-
ing of Black awareness in litera-
ture? 
In the cold and somber sur-
roundings of the medieval-type 
buildinl?: at Georgetown Univer-
sity, a Black scholar anrl teacher 
lashed out at white civilization 
for having robbed the Black race 
of its dignity and culture, wh1le 
the largely white audience 
listened in obvious discomfort. 
The program w~ the African 
History and Culture Symposium, 
sponsored by the Black Students 
alliance of Georgetown, and Dr. 
P.C. Onwuachi, Director of · 
Howard University's African 
Studies Program, was invited to 
speak on African World Develop-
ment and Policies. Bringing Black 
ideas to Georgetown which has 
about 70 members, to come to 
hear Dr. Onwuachl. 
Yet the overwhelming majority 
of the audience was white and 
perhaps a handful of Blacks from 
Georgetown and 'Howard at-
tended. One of the organizers 
,. of the program apologized for 
the seeming tndi!ference on the 
part of her Black schoolmates. 
Dr. Onwuachi said the African 
world is essentially the world 
of man and that 1t ls based on 
the African value system derived 
from a world view which is cha-
racterized by spiritual cominun-
alism, mystic vitalism, the col-
lective conciousness of man and 
humanistic orientation. 
He charged that "In a white 
society, religious verbalism~~ are 
Instructor 
arrested 
By Linda Newton 
American justice, has always ' 
presented Blacks in Am~rlca wlth 
problems. Last week l'anzan.ian 
African Studies Itistructor, 
Zuberi Muami>a, came face to 
face with Am8rican ~ustice be-
cause of a simple parking inci-
dent. '' ~c; far as I'm concerned, 
I haven't done anything." stated 
l\l wam!:>a, " 
~According to l\.lwanba, the l.P-
cident began as he was pre-
paring to park in a vacated space 
on 6th street near Howard. "A 
policeman (Officer Retallic No. 
2988) .:tpproached me while I 
was waiting for a car to pull 
O\lt' of its space." The officer 
told l\1wamba that he could not 
park there (he was double park-
ed) and l\lwamba stated that he 
did not intend to park there. 
Retallic then demanded to see 
Mwanba's driver's p~rmit and 
registration. A c c o rd in g to 
Mwanba, "Before I showed .it 
to him I attempted to ask him 
something. He refused to let me 
and he told me that he was 
going to lock mP. up." 
Mwanba was never allowed to 
oroduce the documents an:l 1·~ 
began 3 .1/ 2 hours of first hand 
experience with American law. 
"He grabbed my arm and led 
me across the street to his police 
car. He then handcuffed and. 
searched me.'' .Mwam')a said, 
Ratallic did not allow ]1.Jwamba 
to contact Howard University, 
the Tanzanian Ambassador or an 
attorney. According to :tv1wam'Ja, 
Ratallic said, '.'since you don't 
cooperate I won't allow you to 
contact anyone." Mwamba was 
threatened with four • counts: 
abreast parking. failure to show 
a permit and registration num-
ber, disorderly conduct, and re-
sisting arrest. " I was booked 
and locked up in jail." stated 
Mwamba. 111 did not know for 
what offense. 
Mwamba was the!\ hustled from 
police station to police station 
and from court to court. The 
law could not find a reason to 
lock him up overnight so Mwamba 
was then released. 
Lang,· the Howard's attorney, 
advised Mwamba that he could 
take the matter to court. Ac-
cord1ng to Mwamba, his attorney, 
Fortunato J . Mendes, plans to 
enter a charge of false arrest 
(if the tickets have been de-
stroyed) or he intends to con-
test the charges. 
American justice ls every-
where for the Black man? 
used as a means for· social control 
rather than as a means for ful-
fillment of the spiritual life." 
And, he asserted "never before 
in history has there been more 
need for spiritual revolution than 
there is today." 
Dr. Onwuacbl stated that the 
Western world was givingprece-
dence to technological develop-
me:1t over human developmeat, 
and according to him: the white 
dominated social system, ts not 
structured to accommodate the 
African people as equal human 
beings. Colonialism, slavery and 
white repression have almost 
robbed the African people of the 
very essence of their human exis-
tence. 
All this proved to be just too 
much for one white student who 
wished to rationalize the white 
position by asking, "While 
I understand that industrial 
society can dehumanize people, 
isn't it possible that after going 
through this stage white sbeiety 
can enter into another stage 
where perhaps they will be 
even more human thflh before?" 
Dr. Onwuachi gave him an 
unequivocal negative response 
and offered the example of the 
physical sciences in the civilized 
world today. By using Aristo-
telian logic, scientists have 
adopted the philosophy of ethical 
life. 





' Within a week, Les Ballets 
Africains, the Black and beauti-
ful and widely-acclaim.,.d dance 
trdupe from Guinea, West Africa, 
will celebrate life itself on the 
stage of Cramton Audito:ium. 
• 
This cultural extravaganza, 
possibly the biggest event o~ the 
year for Howard Unive)-sity, is 
very timely in that it allows 
students to express no~ o:ily poli-
tical soldiarity with the people 
of Guinea following the events 
of J:\ovemher, but it also aliows 
us to share a cultural experience 
peculiar to African peoples. 
The African ballet comes tous 
at a time when we most feel the 
need of spiritual cleansing, after 
a wave of university-wide scan-
dals and allegations of rip-off 
and ego-tripping. The African 
ballet, then,_ should renew life 
in. us and restore life to our 
so•1ls. It should furthermore 
motivate us to reconfirm (J ·lr 
africanity, a..5 we move from 
Athens to Conakry. 
According to Dr. William 
Washington, acting chairman of 
the English department, student 
interest in this field is 11 ••• quite 
popular." "There are," he 
stated, "one hundred sixty-two 
English majors here; Why? I 
don't know. Appearently students 
think that there's somethinghere 
for them". 
But what ts there available 
for those whose interests aim 
at all Black literature courses? 
To answer this Dr. Washington 
c.ited two departments which were 
established, in 1968 following 
the demands of students, to meet 
this need: the Department of 
Afro-American Studies which 
deals specifically with the Black 
writer, and the Department of 
African Studies which combines 
a study of literature with R.is-
tory, 
Both were developed to offer 
an alternative to the white 
oriented English courses but 
since then steps have been taken 
to 11 et1onize" the situation. 11We 
had a Student Executive Com-
mittee who asked that we put the 
Black writers, in P,!'Oper per-
spective, in the course", 
remarked the acting chairman. 
"On the Com 1'littee, headed by 
Dr. Lo·1ell, we have four faculty 
memb~ ./and three students. 
They {if enow looking for a text-
.book for next year". 
The textbook hang-up also ap-
peared in the answer to the 
often asked question: Why doesn't 
the University offer a major in 
Black literature? "There just 
isn't enough m~terial ,. lamented 
Dr. Washington. Besides, he 
added, " I think that students 
are interested in getting a per-
spective of all literature . before 
l fTl 
Federal City College Proudly Prese-nts 
. . . .. . 
SMOKEY ROBINSON 
and the Mlraeles 
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ALL TICKETS RESERVED $4, $5, _$6 
Ticket Locations: All Montgomery Words stores; Soul Shcu;k, All Excali-
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~ AttfvitiM Offic:e: · · · • 
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By Regis Lake 
Photo -by Jeff Feari ng 
Dr:William Washington, English Department Chainnan 
• 
• 
they can really understand, be-
fore they can really examine 
Black literature. f sort of be-
lieve that most Black writers 
have a good background in Euro-
pean literature - look at their 
allusions ... " At this point the 
mentioned Ameer Baraka's (Le 
Roi Jones) Systems of Dante's 
Hell, showing from Baraka 's 
work the author's obvious fami-
liarity with Dante's epic. 
"Nothing grows up in -a 
vacuum.'' The Howard alum11.1s 
continued, "there is a need of 
cultural assimilation in litera-
ture. Steal the best things that 
you can find anywhere'', he urged 
an·i then concluded "Let the Black 
man survey the scene and take 
the best of what's there!" 
Fine. Yet what can Howard 
do to alter the Euroamerican 
presence which permeates its 
English courses? Perhaps its 
• 
WHFS FM 
chairman stated it wel 1 when 
he cooly recommended that "what 
this Department needs ls -new 
blo:>j, The whole thing wrong 
with Howard Unl\(ersity ts in-
breeding - our M A. 's and B. A. 's 
who hope one day to teach here 
should go out and bring back new 
ideas. A fUsion of knowledge is 
what we need!" ''And this " he 
' . added, 11 can only be gained by 
post grad work in Black studies 
and English at other Universities. 
Only th!fn will Howard Univer-
s ity English majors begin to ap-
preciate in class the literature 
of Johnson as well as Shake-
speare· of Cullen as well as 
Chaucer; of ~1cKay as well as 
Milton and of other Black poets, , 
playwrights and authors who 
wrote to inspire Black men born 
in the generations of yesterday 
and for others who will read their 
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QUARTERBACK James Bryant who made the rollout a standard operating procedure at Howard , scampers 
for a score late last season. Bry&nt faces a challenge in spring practice from Melvin Bell. 
Ho ward crew saddled with 
administrative indifference 
Unknown to · many of the Ho-
ward University com1nunity, 
there exists a varsity sport known 
as crew. Perhaps the name row-
ing team will familiarize you wlth 
its nature, This and succeedini 
articles are for the purpose of 
familiarizing the com1n11nitywith 
the plight it, as well as other 
varsity .sports are undergolng. 
" 
A successful crew team has two 
tundamP.ntals in common with 
other successful varsity sports: 
a group of dedicated athletes, 
and a crazy coach with sadistic 
tendencies, Ho·Nev~r, crew 1s 
unique in its particular require-
mElnts. A crew race entails a 
group of men rowing a bo~t a 
distance .of 1 1/ 4 mJles at a 
faster rate than another group 
of me.n in a similar boat. ·There-
fore, the first requireme11t is a 
boat. Racing shells, crew's spee-
ialized term for boats, for eight 
man _racing' teams are stxty-
five feet long, weigh nearly three 
hundred-fifty pounds, and are 
custom rnaJe with hulls of a 
sixteenth inch mohogany ply. 
Though it cannot be stressed 
enoagh how fragile they are, it 
can be said that they are re-
quired to support etght oarsmen 
and a coxswain which can amount 
to 1700 pounds for an average 
sized crew. Constant main-
tanance, therefore, is a neces-
sity, 
The second requirement is a 
group of eight men who can 
move 2000 pounds of weight 
through water for 1 1/ 4 m.C.es 
with competitive efficiency. In 
rowing, co1nf~3tit1ve efficiency 
demands the balance and co-
ordination of a ballet dancer, 
the strength of a Olympic weight 
utter, and the endurance of a 
marathon runner. After attaining 
the.se qualities, eight 01.rsmen 
must row as one. To approach 
this level of athletic ability, oars-
men begin training in Septem-
ber for races beginning 1n April. 
By Keith Donnelly 
the way back from practice. I,t 
was condemrted by local police 
. and forbidden from the streets 
o.~ the dtstrict. Faced with a 
transportation crisis, the crew 
paid car fare out o.~ their ow>.i 
pockets or rode down on the 
shell carrier. Both means were 
unsatisfactory. A request for 
transportation was not filled until 
the following season resulting 
in members of the team sutfer-
ing from frostbite and pnuemo:lia 
aiter riding · to and from prac-
tice on the back of an open 
truck m:my freezing mornings. 
The replac~ment transportation 
was a brand new tw';llV~ pas-
senger limousine to accomodate 
our twenty-five man crew. 
In the summer of 1969, the 
University initiated a summer 
rowing program for ghetto chil-
dren using the. varsity crew 
equipment. The team recognized 
that the motive of the program 
had merit, however, in view of 
the fact th~" the equipment used 
1s extreme .. y fragile, the pro-
gram was not a good idea. That 
fall, the team requested the pur-
chase of a new eight oared shell, 
The justification was that the 
shells were not in .race copdl-
Uon, The request was denied and 
the season was marked with 
equipment failures. The season 
ended without a r aceable eight 
and only one raceable four oared 
sliell, 
This fall, the request for a 
new shell was again denied mak-
ing it ten years since the pur-
chase of a new eight oared shell. 
The crew team's equipment is 
deteriorating rapidly. 
Next week, a continuation 1n 
detail of the o;>erattons which 




The first few days of prac-
tice last week were devoted en-
tirely to specialities and the 
special teams. For most of the 
players the week proved to the 
coaches which of the returning 
lettermen had been performing 
1 their winter program as outlined. 
The players all took part in 
contact drills designed to get 
them up for the real thing~ c9v-
er1ng kickoffs and punts is enough 
to get just about anyone ready 
these days. 
So far it looks as though the 
Bison return teams will have 
a couple of new wrinkles which 
should make 1t one of the more 
exciting parts of the Howard 
squad to watch. 
People like All-America Ron 
Mabra, Bruce Williams and 
Willie Harrell are all expected 
to see action as return spec-
ialist, 
If any team is to be a con-
sistent winner, they m11st have 
three things going for them. First 
1s a solid defense with plenty 
of depth and a group of con-
sistent performers. 
The second key is a balance 
offense with the ability to come 
up with the big play while the 
third and perhaps most important 
1s a well trained coaching staff. 
The Bison appear to have all the 
necessary assets to be a strong 





In cronolog1cal order, here 
are some of . the developments 
which have prevented the Ho-
ward crew team from reaching 
competitive quality at least the-
past three years. 
During the summer of 1970, 
while suspecting that new equlp-
me\lt would be approved, Two 
memb'3rs of the team sought the 
advice of the coaches of somP. 
of our competing teams about 
repairing the shells. After f1nd-
1n~ that they could be repaired 
to some extent. The two members 
got the university to hire them. 
After the sum1nor ghetto rowing 
program terminated, the two pro-
ceeded to repair the shells as 
well as they could, Unfortunately, 
the crew team's requlsiUon for 
replacement hardware was 
"lost" and tbey have Just re-
cently received what they 
ordered.. Another casualty of that 
summer was the team's · shell . 
carrier. During the summer, it 
ls supposed to be stored 1n 1ts 
garage; instead 1t was left out 
and neighborhood children de-
stroyed the rack with supports 
the shells. Without it the team · 
cannot transport its shells to 
races. 
10% Qi5count for Howard Students. 
In the fall . of 1968, the "Blue 
Goose'' (a surplus bus used for 
tra.nsportation to the river and 
affectionately named by the crew) 
expired in a gasp of f1nal1ty on 
1 
. . .. 
~-- · · · · · " ·· . . .. ·- ....... 
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' 
iewelers Since 1932 
ference. 
Up fro:it on defense Howard 
has the likes of potential All-
America Larry (Deacon) Jones, 
Charles Milhouse, Festus Cam-
eron and Bobby King (Kong). 
The linebacking crew 1s led by 
All-MEAC .candidate Anthony 
Becks, J ames Stevens and Gor-
don Burke or Wilbur Brown, 
The "Fleasome Foursome" of 
Mabra, Williams, Johnny Fair-
fax, Robert Butler or Haywood 
Corley return to complete a well-
balanced defense. 
Offense for the Biso.l seems to 
be a strong point since coach 
Ed Wyche put together a. very 
good looking offensive line that 
includes Richard Motley, Richard 
McGee, Gerald Dial, Clifton 
Bethea and Robert Lambert, The 
reeeivers are Thomas Payne, Joe 
Jones and Dennis Mosley. 
• 
Coach John Organ has such 
a fine crop of backs that it's 
never certain who will play. They 
include such outstanding per-
formers as quarterbacks J ames 
Bryant and M·~lvin Bell, and backs 
Harrell, Warren Cradd ock, 
Frank Ridley and Ronald Bell, 
other prospects include strong 
backup center Eugene (Lynch-
burg) Banks, Willie Laws at free 
safety, Branson Long at full-
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There's one thtng about suc-
cess. It breeds more success. 
Down in Houston, Tex., they're 
getting set for the finals for the 
NCAA's basketball championship 
of everything that can conceivab-
ly call itself a college. 
Howqrd, which had just enjoyed 
one of its best years every in 
basketball, finishing with a 20-7 
record, a coach of the year in 
Marshall Emery, a game in Mad-
iso:t Square Garden and an hon-
orable mention All-Metropolitan 
player, ls looking forward to next 
season when the Bison join the 
•••• 
Mid-Eastern Atlantic Conference 
and jump up to big time basket-
ball. And who knows? Possibly 
a trip to the NCAA finals. 
As far fetched as that may seem 
for next year, let's have a little 
fun and pretend it's tlve years 
from now. 
" ... Ladles and gentlemen. You 
simply would not believe this • 
Howard University team. In just 
four short years, they have be-
come the dominate force in col-
lege ba.Sketball.'' The speaker is 
none other than Howard Cosell. 
Older and somewhat mellowed, 
but still Howard Cosell. 
"If I were not a witness to what 
I had just seen, I would have said 
no team could be this good! The 
finals of the NCAA! 12,000 fans 
in the Houston Astrodome. Mil-
lions more on television all 
across the land and not one, and 
I'll repeat that, not one of them 
would believe that at the end of 
the first 10 minutes of play, Ho-
ward would be out in front of 
UCLA by 202 1/2 points. 
THE HILLTOP 
"The Bison are a superb team. 
Their coach, Sheriff Embry prob-
ably gets the most out of his 
personnel as anyone in the bus-
iness, but to be leading like this 
is unheard of even for Howard! 
"Wait. There 's a drive by 
~Howard's 5-foot-2 guard, Johnny 
Bigknees. He pumps once, twice, 
My God! He just dunked on UCLA's 
9-foot-7 center. That'sunbellev-
able. What's more he was fouled 
on the play. 
"According to our statistics, 
since they brought back the dunk 
shot, Blgknees has been shooting 
a 1.000 per cent from the floor. 
He's just been ripping through 
there jamming them £hrough 
the hoop. But then, he is the tal-
lest Bison starter. 
"Bigknees is on the foul line. 
I think I should mention Howard's 
uniforms. Shall I say they're 
uh, a bit unorthodox. They wear 
red, black, and green hot pants 
with matching dashikis. In the 
. 
BY 1VllLLARD ARNOLD 
middle of the dashikl is a big, 
black fist. All of the players, 
including the coach wear dark 
sunglasses and sport those gigan-
tic bushes. 
"In fact, they have this play 
where one player hides in his 
teammates bush, loses his defen-
der and then jumps out to score 
a basket. They've been usingthat 
play to average a little over 500 
•points .Per game. 
"Some of the opponent coaches 
tried to get the bushes cut, but 
Prime Mlnister Stokely Car-
michael of the United Africa, 
threaten an invasion with his 
50,000 crack, rabid whitehating 
storm troops. 
" Bigknees shot drops through 
and Howard now leads, 217-13 
1/ 2. I've seen a lot of basketball 
in my time, but nothing like 
the Bison. After every basket, 
they all Une up at the foul line, 
throw up a clenched right fist and 
scream. 'Black Powfr'. Of 
Page 11 
course they only do that for the 
first half. By the time the second 
half starts, they're scored so 
many points that they're all 
hoarse. 
• The fans here in the Astrodom.~ 
are going wild! They're scream:-
ing after every Howard point. 
I mean these are white people 
tool But then I guess I'd cheer too 
if I had _501000 Black Panthers 
standing behind me with every 
sort of gun in the world pointed 
at my head. 
" Well, it's almost over. Ho-
ward is just three seconds away 
from winnipg their;f ourth straight 
NCAA title. The score now is 
439-20 2/ 3. This ls Howard Co-
sell signing off station 
B-L-A-C-K, the hippest net-
work in the business. I'll be 
with you again next year, prov-
iding the brothers let me: But, 
then, my new contract calls for 
me to learn how to shuffle. What's 
shuffling mean anyway?" 
Dr. Barnes begini term as ~ NCAA secretary/,_ t.reasurer 
Dr. Samuel E, Barnes, recent-
ly elected NCAA secretary-
treasurer from Howard Uni-
versity, assumes the record-
keeping and financial duties of 
the Association, as well as the 
ether tasks associated with being 
an NC AA officer. 
He also serves as an ex-
officlo m~mber of the NGA.A 
Cow1cll and Executive Com rn tt-
tee, and joins in making ma:.~: 
of the Association's interim <l.~­
cislons between Conventions. 
"We cannot set policyandpro-
ced;1res," Barnes said, "But as 
an officer of the NCAA, one mu:;t 
keep the AssociatiOll headed in 
the direction that it wants to go. 
We must promote that truest 
meanini of intercollegiate ath-
letics throughout the United 
States and the Asso.11ation's 
mt'lmber institutions." 
Barnes has been active in 
NGAA affairs since jolning the 
Council in 196:5, whe:1 he filled an 
unexpired term. Since that timP-
he has served two more years 
in an atlarge position, and two 
years as N~AA District 2 vice-· 
president. 
Besides serv1n~ ~ secretary-
treasurer, he also ls a m\!mberof 
the Postgraduate Scholarship and 
Olympic committees. 
In his work in the NCAA, Bar-
pes has lived with tl)e philoso-
· Mabra, Eato 
honored at 
awards banquet 
Ron Mabra and Larry Eato, 
the top perfoi:mers on the foot-
ball and basketball teams re-
spectively, were sp~clal guest 
this past week to award banquets 
in their honor. 
Mabra, the sophomore de,fen-
sive back for the Bison was an 
honorable mention All- America 
in addition to being named to the 
Central Intercollegiate Athletic 
Association's All-Star team. 
The conference, which ls de-
banding in July, held its last for-
mal awards banquet at the Shera-
ton Hotel where members of the 
All-CIAA football squad were 
presented with thropies and 'ter-
tiflcates at a dinner in their 
honor. 
Eato, the · 6-foot-3 forward 
from West Hem;;tead, Long Island 
ed the Bison basketball team 
in scoring with a 17 .4 average 
AV hi ch was sixth best in the Wash-
ington area. 
·. 
phy· that athletics are for the com-
petitor. 
1tThe organization must exlst 
for the athlete, and not the ath-





The Hqward University base-
ball team concluded its ~st 
week of varsity action with -1 
record following an opening a e 
victory over Gallaudet and a loss 
to York College. 
Mike Co9eland, the varsity 
quarterback, better known for 
his abilities to toss a football 
under fire, put on a masterful 
performance in pitching a two-
hitter for the Bison in their 
opener, as Howard registered a 
5- 1 triumph. 
In the Bison's second contest, 
· Bob Woodlawn, the highly touted 
'freshman hurler pitched seven 
scoreless innings before coach 
Arnold McK11ight lifted him in the 
top of the eighth to rest his arm. 
York College, behind 2-0, took 
adv~tage of his absence and 
pushed five runs across in the 
last two innings to beat Howard 
5-2. 
The loss was even more pa.in-
fUl when second baseman Harold 
Parker tore a thigh m·.1scle try-
ing to beat out a base hit. P:\rker 
now joins star pitcher Steve Po-
well on the injury list. 
Powell has been havingtrouble 
with hls pitching arm, and Mc 
Knight has been reluctant to give 
him a starting assigment • . 
With Powell out, the pitching 
burdens rest with Co~eland, Steve 
Mc;mbers of the local news Wright and Woodlawn. 
media heldaluncheonforthearea Woodlaw:1 has been a major 
All - MP-tropolltan team at the find already. The Washington 
Touchdown Club were Eato was .Senators thought so m'Jch of him 
voted Howard's Most Valuable they picked him in their recent 
Player and a second team All- player draft. He choose Howard 
Mi:t! .. . .. ... - . ' •• ' 4. I ' • • • •• in.stea.d, " •••• ' • ' •••• • • ' ' ..... . 
athlete must be given every op-
portunity to grow :u1<i <ievdlop, 
Of course, we must not lose the 
understanding that thb institut-
ions must be protected • too." 
Barnes has served as a faculty 
member at Howard University 
since 1947, and currently is a 
professor of physical education. 
He served as the institution's 
director of athletics and head 
of the Department of Phy~cal Ed-
ucation from 1956-69. 
Prior to that he served in nu~ 
merous coaching positions at 
Howard-football, W!'estling box-
ing, track and cricket. 
Barnes' first te~ching position 
. wali at Livingstone College, 
where he served as the Director 
of P. E. for men and women and 
was he1d football and basketball 
coach !ro:n 1936 to 1941. He also 
coached the womt"!n's basketball 
team and was director of intra-
m11rals. 
Since joining the Howard fac-
ulty ln 1947, he ·has remained 
there except for one year when · 
he served as a graduate assis-
tant in the department of physi-
cal education at Ohio State Uni-
• 
versity and received his Ph, D • . 
in 1955, 
He received his Bachelor's de-
gree from Oberlin College 1rY 
1936, and his M.A. from Oberlin 
in 1949. He did graduate work 
,at Howard in 1952 and· at New 
York University from 1952-53, 
before .receiving his Ph.D. 
Barnes served in the military 
service from 1941-46. He ent-
ered the U.S. Navy as an app-
rentice seaman in 1941. Two and 
one-half years later he was one 
of the ftrst 12 black naval officers 
to be commlssloned. 






RESPONSIBLE 8 to 5 
Then skip the interview with our Campus Recruiter 
But ... if you're an outstanding engineer looking 
for responsibi~ity, we have a crew waiting for you. 
·s u t 8 to 5? I 
No. / • 
W e ' r e a pr o f e s s i on a I e n g i n e e r i n g c o m pa n y - --- th e 
b e s t i n t h e w o r I d i n o u r" f i e I d . 
• 
We work with companies to fin d oil. And it's our 
field engineers, those who rise to the challenge of 
a r y g g ~ d o u t d o o r j o b w i t h v a r i e d h o u·r ~ f I e x i b I e 
schedule and a crew of their own who( keep us 
humber one. 
0 •J r e n g i n e e r s h a v e t o b e t h e b e s t . 
hem . 
We depend on 
J 
If you're this good, talk with our Recruiter. 
MARCH 30, 1971 
JOB 
' 
Schlumberger Well Seroices 
• 
- An Equal Opportunity Employer - .. 









.. Do you think there should be 
HUSA elections this year?" 
Eric Marlowe, Adv. Fro~ , FA 
"Who would have the alidacity 




Mary Frances, FroSh. FA , 
"Yes, but I think everyone that's 
e lec ted should · have equal 
power." 
• 
Patty Handy, Frosh FA 





• I TKE HILLTOP 
By Jeff Fearring 
• 
Coleen Lucas, Soph. _LA 
" I think it's a stupid-ass 
question." 
• 
Joe Chesley, Jr . LA 
"Why not , it would give the • 
'Blacker than th;u's' a chance to 






Snoopy ,Jr . Architecture 
"Yeah , how else could I achieve 
the · office of president .. .1 could 
dig 'io1ne pocker tnoney." 
Gay Pop , Jr . LA 
''You 're da1nn right since l 'n1 
running for office.'' 
I 
.. 
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/ 
1 
Bob Williamson. Sr. LA 
"What will first prize be , a 
garage for the yellow jag?" 
• 
. ' 
Leanora Logan , Frosh FA 
"What does HUSA do?" 
• • 
Tony - Holder . Srr Civil 
Engineering 
;,Yes, only if the candidates are 
intere~ted in increasing total 
~tudent involven1ent . ,. 
\ 
.. 
• 
